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Remembering the Fourth Circuit Judges:
A History from 1941 to 1998
The Editors and Staffivriters ofthe Washington andLee Law Review
are proud to present this retrospective look at some ofthejudges ofthe
Fourth Circuit. Washington and Lee University has always enjoyed a
close relationship with the Fourth Circuit. We were honored when
Judge Widener, a distinguished alumnus ofthe Law School, asked us to
update Judge McClintic 's 1941 address to the Fourth Circuit Judicial
Conference. Our project takes up where Judge McClintic left off. The
history includes brief biographical sketches of the circuit judges who
have either died orretiredfrom the bench since 1941, as well as asketch
ofJudge Elliott Northcott, who retired in 1939.
We dedicate this history to the memory of Judge Donald Stuart
Russell, who passed away as we were putting the final touches on this
Article. In the Fall of1996, when Judge Russell was sitting on a Fourth
Circuitpanelthat heard oral argwnents in the Washington andLeeMoot
Court Room, members of the Law Review interviewed Judge Russell.
Judge Russell shared many stories and anecdotes about his former
colleagues on the bench. His contribution was invaluable, and his
perspectives played a key role in the development ofthis history. Judge
Widener graciously agreed to write a tribute, which appears immedi-
atelyfollowing hisforeword, to his associate andfriendJudge Russell.
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Foreword
Honorable H. Emory Widener, Jr.
A few years ago, I was going through some of my father's old papers and
ran across the address by Judge McClintic called "Fifty Years of the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit," which was delivered by him at the
Fourth Circuit Judicial Conference in Asheville on June 20, 1941, the circuit
court having been created in its present form on March 3, 1891.1 The address
consisted of a character sketch of each of the former judges of the court until
1941. I circulated copies of the address, at least, to Judges Butzner, Russell,
Ervin, and Wilkinson,' and after some time we decided to see if we could
impose on our special relationship with the Law School at Washington and
Lee to bring that fifty-year sketch up to date. The current Article will pick up
where Judge McClintic left off in 1941, running through the date of publica-
tion of this Article.
The Article does not include the district judges'of the circuit, although
many of us were district judges. It is certain that with the business of the
circuit as tangled as it is, we could not operate in nearly so efficient a manner
as we do with their willing help, which is most appreciated. In token of
appreciation, I will acknowledge the perennially open season on circuitjudges
in favor of the district judges and the lawyers.
I have heard Judge Alfred Murrah of the Tenth Circuit, himself a favorite
of everyone who knew him, say that the circuit judges are the district judges'
natural enemy, and I will digress a moment to tell a story that happened in
Abingdon.
1. Hon. George W. McClintic, Judge, United States District Court for the Southern
District of West Virginia, Fifty Years of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,
Address at the Fourth Circuit Judicial Conference (June 20, 1941).
2. Hon. John D. Butzner, Jr., Hon. Donald S. Russell, Hon. Samuel J. Ervin, III, Circuit
Judges, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit; Hon. J. Harvie Wilkinson, III,
Chief Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.
FOURTH CIRCUT JUDGES
Judge Henry Clay McDowell was presiding and, after a strenuous trial
of several days, directed a verdict in favor of the defendant. The lawyer
representing the plaintiff was Dan Trigg, a giant of the bar and the leading
lawyer in Western Virginia? Judge McDowell bent over to tie his shoe, and
the bench, at that time being elevated some two feet above the floor of the
courtroom, screened him from the sight of everyone in the room. "Damn a
federal judge anyhow," Mr. Trigg exclaimed, being audible to all. Judge
McDowell, of course, heard the remark, but remained stooped over and left
the courtroom by a door just behind the judge's chair so that no one knew he
was in the room. He later summoned all the other lawyers in the courtroom
to his chambers and said that he had heard Mr. Trigg's remark. He asked the
lawyers if anyone in the room knew that he had heard it. When the lawyers
advised him that no one had, he stated the rule that lawyers had a constitu-
tional right to cuss the judge and, since Mr. Trigg didn't know he had been
heard, he was not going to be fined.
According to § 43(b) of the judicial code, the courts of appeal consist of
the circuit judges of the circuit in regular active service.4 The Circuit Justice
is competent to sit on the courts of appeal without further assignment, but
other Justices orjudges must be designated.' During my time on the court, for
the past 25 years, our Circuit Justice, who has been the Chief Justice, has not
sat with us, although Justice Powell, after retirement, and, as well, Justice
Clark, after retirement, sat with us with some regularity. I hasten to add,
however, that Chief Justice Burger attended and Chief Justice Rehnquist
attends our Conference with great regularity, and both were and are always
welcome. Their attendance adds a lustre to our gathering that other circuits
have not obtained.6
You will note in the sketches remarks by several of the present members
of the court, especially Judge Russell. Judge Russell was a member of the bar
since 1928, and the date of Judge McClintic's address was 1941, so between
them they spanned the entire existence of the court. Judge Russell knew, to
a greater or lesser extent, all the circuit judges since those who were the
subjects of Judge McClintic's address. Other members of the court, with
more years than we care to admit, have added personal knowledge of those
3. Judge McDowell, agreat grandson ofHenry Clay, and Mr. Trigg had been contestants
for the districtjudgeship. Although Mr. Trigg had political as well as bar endorsement, Judge
McDowell got the appointment. Influential on his behalf with President Theodore Roosevelt
was John Fox, Jr., author of The Trail of the Lonesome Pine.
4. 28 U.S.C. § 43 (1994).
5. IdL
6. Hon. Lewis F. Powell, Jr., Hon. Tom C. Clark, Justices, United States Supreme Court
Hon. Warren E. Burger, Hon. William H. Rehnquist, Chief Justices, United States Supreme
Court.
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judges who have been members of the court between 1941 and 1998. As
Judge McClintic did not, this Article will not mention current members.
At this time, I should also say that the next clerk of the court after Claude
M. Dean, mentioned in Judge McClintic's address, was Richard M.F. Wil-
liams, Jr., described in Judge McClintic's address as the deputy clerk. Mr.
Williams was replaced by Maurice S. Dean, who was replaced by Samuel W.
Phillips (our present circuit executive), who was replaced by William K.
Slate, who was replaced by John M. Greacen, who was replaced by Bert M.
Montague, who was replaced by Mrs. Patricia S. Connor, our present clerk.
To each of these clerks and their deputies and employees, we owe a debt of
thanks for the smooth running of the court. As the clerk was in 1941, Mrs.
Connor is the executive secretary and general manager of the court.
Last, but not least, I express the thanks of the court to the members of the
Washington and Lee Law Review, who have worked hard and diligently to
assemble this Article.7 The court is in their debt. This footnote to the judicial
history of the circuit is as welcome as it is valuable.
. Honorable Donald Stuart Russell (1971-1998)
Honorable H. Emory Widener, Jr.
Donald Stuart Russell, fittingly, was born and died on February 22, the
birthday of his hero, George Washington. Judge Russell was born in 1906 and
died in 1998. Because his death occurred during the latter stages of prepara-
tion of this Article, I will not try here to memorialize Judge Russell's impact
on the Fourth Circuit or on jurisprudence, but will leave that to others, as it is
bound to follow.
Judge Russell, as a circuit judge, was the author of 535 reported name
opinions of the court of appeals and as a district judge was the author of
ninety-four published opinions in Federal Supplement and seven in Federal
Rules Decisions. In his service as a district judge, from 1967 until 1971, and
as a circuit judge, from 1971 until his death in 1998, of course, there were
thousands of other decisions in which he participated, which were per curiam
opinions or which were unpublished. It is enough to say, for now, that liter-
ally until his last illness he went to the office every day and went to court
every term. He never missed, except rarely for sickness. His work ethic was
an example for all that is hard to follow.
7. Richard W. Smith, DevelopmentEditor; Paul M. Amore, J. ChandlerBailey, John W.
Bartram, Jason J. Blake, Justin D. Flamm, Andrew J. Gottman, John D. Hamann, Kristin J.
Hazelwood, Russell D. Jessee, Christine N. MacDonough, Mary E. Naumann, Matthew R.
Nozemack, Russell D. Pittman, James B. Porter, Jill L. Schultz, Jennifer F. Shugars, Steven T.
Speakman, Eileen M. Vachher, Maureen R. Walsh, Ellen M. Wasilausky, Staffwriters.
FOURTH CIRCUIT JUDGES
Judge Russell was a member of the ad hoe committee that assisted the
membership of the Law Review in the preparation of this collection, which
was in the latter stages of preparation at the time of his death.
He was born in Lafayette Springs, Mississippi, but moved to South
Carolina with his mother, Lula, to her hometown of Chester after his father,
Jesse, died - when he was only four years old. He was educated in the public
schools of South Carolina and graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the undergrad-
uate school at the University of South Carolina and from its law school. He
further studied law at the University of Michigan. A forgotten story is that he
also attended Hampden-Sydney College for a few days, but left after spending
a lonely night in a cemetery near the school at the insistence of some upper-
classmen. Hampden-Sydney's loss was South Carolina's gain.
Following law school, he entered practice with the J. Gordon Hughes law
firm in South Carolina and after a year or so was associated in the firm of
which James F. Byrnes was a member. He and Mr. Byrnes formed an instant
friendship that lasted until the death of Mr. Byrnes.8 Donald Russell was
proud to be the prot6g6 of this most distinguished South Carolinian since
Wade Hampton. About that time he married Virginia Utsey, the best-looking
girl in South Carolina.
From the beginning of his law practice, he was attracted to public affairs.
A full list of his public offices is beyond the scope of my remarks, but they
would include: president of the University of South Carolina, Governor of
South Carolina, United States Senator from South Carolina, assistant director
of War Mobilization, Assistant Secretary of State of the United States, assis-
tant director of Economic Stabilization, United States district judge, and
United States circuit judge. He served as trustee of Emory University, Con-
verse College, and Benedict College and was a member of the Wriston Com-
mittee on Reorganization of the Foreign Service. Mention of the Wriston
Committee calls to mind the little-known fact that Judge Russell and Mr.
Byrnes picked out a few obscure libraries and book depositories, containing
no classified documents, to which they would assign employees who dis-
agreed with their view of the conduct of foreign affairs but whom they were
unable to fire.
President Ronald Reagan, another of Judge Russell's favorites, jokingly
remarked once after listening to Judge Russell's long list of accomplishments,
that he couldn't help but wonder what that man could have accomplished if
he had set his mind to it.
Judge Russell's experience during World War II, I think, was his most
notable contribution to the nation. He was at Mr. Byrne's elbow all the time.
He saw President Roosevelt almost daily. He knew Eisenhower, Patton,
8. I have called Secretary, Governor, Senator, Justice, Congressman Byrnes, Mr. Byrnes
throughout, because I never heard Judge Russell refer to him in any other manner.
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Admiral King, and even met Churchill. He shared Samuel Elliott Morison's
conclusion that the principal architects of allied victory were Roosevelt,
Churchill, Eisenhower, and King. He would tell the story of Admiral King
going to the vast allied staff conferences accompanied only by a flag lieuten-
ant, to contend with General Marshall and the other allied chiefs of staff, who
were accompanied by dozens of aides and volumes of papers; and yet, King
would dominate the meeting. He knew Bernard Baruch, and while others
have attributed his success in making investments to Baruch, the acknowl-
edged master, I have the feeling that his mother, Lula, had a great deal to do
with his thinking. She lived to be quite old and died only a few years ago. At
that time, speaking of real estate, Judge Russell said that his mother had
always told him that land was meant to be purchased, not sold. So, it is easy
to see the background of this dean of conservative thought.
I think the domestic accomplishment of which he was most proud was the
peaceful integration of Clemson University. The Attorney General, Robert F.
Kennedy, had called him at the time, offering to send United States troops to
enforce the widely publicized integration of this southern agricultural and
engineering school with its country background. Judge Russell told General
Kennedy that he, as governor, could handle the situation, that he was deter-
mined to enforce the court orders, and that the whole affair would be more
peacefully settled without federal troops than with. And it was.
I cannot leave my favorite subject without mentioning that Judge Russell
taught a summer term of federal courts at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and was a major inthe United States Army on Eisenhower's staff
for a time during World War II.
If I may be permitted a purely personal note, I have lost one of my dearest
friends. I have never known anyone who contributed as much to his state and
nation. He was loyal to the core. I don't believe Donald Russell ever did
anything he thought was wrong. Like the Apostle Paul, he has fought the
good fight, he has finished his course, he has kept the faith.
HL Honorable Jesse Spencer Bell (1961-1967)
Judge Jesse Spencer Bell was born in Charlotte, North Carolina, on April
1, 1906.9 He graduated from Duke University in 1927."0 He briefly attended
HarvardUniversity Law School, but soontransferredto the University ofNorth
Carolina School of Law, where he earned a bachelor of laws degree in 1930."
9. Albert Coates, A Portrait of J. Spencer Bell, 45 N.C. L. REV. 581, 581 (1967); In
Memoriam: Honorable J. Spencer Bell, in 391 F.2d 5, 5 (1967) [hereinafter Bell Memoriam]
(statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of Law).
10. Coates, supra note 9, at 581.
11. J. Spencer Bell, 60, a U.S. Circuit Judge, N.Y. TiMES, Mar. 20, 1967, at 31 [hereinaf-
FOURY CIRCUIT JUDGES
In 1960 and 1966, respectively, Catawba College and the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill honored Judge Bell with the doctor of laws degree.
12
Judge Bell was admitted to the North Carolina Bar in 1929.1' He practiced
law in Charlotte, where he attained the status of senior partner in the firm of
Bell, Bradley, Gebhardt, DeLaney and Millette. 4 The onset of World War II
disrupted Judge Bell's legal career briefly. 5 He served in the Field Artillery
and quickly rose from the rank of private to the rank of major. 6 In 1943, he
and Katherine Castollot married. 7 She remained his dear partner and friend
throughout his life. 8
Judge Bell dedicated much of his life to public service. He reached far
beyond his local bar association to help the Charlotte-Mecklenburg commu-
nity. He served on the Mecklenburg County Planning Board in the early
1950s." Working with no staff and few resources, Judge Bell understood the
similar plight of the City Planning Board.2" He helped to pass legislation that
combined the two boards into one board capable of addressing the interlock-
ing problems of the city and the county.2' After working with the planning
boards, he became president of the Social Planning Council of the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg United Service Organization.' In that capacity, he headed a
committee charged with studying the bureau of Parks and Recreation.' The
committee produced the Allen Report, which prompted Charlotte to expand
its recreation activities to serve all citizens regardless of race.24 The Charlotte
terJ. Spencer Belli.
12. Bell Memoriam, supra note 9, at 6 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the Univer-
sity of North Carolina School of Law).
13. Id. at6 (statementof HenryBrandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School
of Law).
14. Id. (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
15. Id. (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
16. lt (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
17. I (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
18. Icd (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
19. Coates, supra note 9, at 581.
20. Id. (examining Judge Bell's creativity in responding to needs of community).
21. Id (considering Judge Bell's lobbying efforts to reform dual board system).
22. Id
23. Id
24. Id at 581-82 (discussing impact of Allen Report).
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News described the Allen Report as "a stem, relentless, carefully planned look
at all sides of issues with the end result being solid foundations and sound
answers."
Judge Bell did not limit his community service to local projects. He
served as president of the North Carolina Bar Association and also as chair-
man of the bar association's committee on Improving and Expediting the
Administration of Justice in North Carolina.26 Through this committee, Judge
Bell carried to completion "the most thoroughgoing study of the administra-
tion of justice in the Courts of North Carolina ever undertaken in three hun-
dred years of the State's history."27 Recommendations by the committee ulti-
mately became the basis for the North Carolina Constitution's new Judicial
Article, "under which a sweeping revision of the judicial system [was] pro-
ceeding."28 Judge Bell's influence on the committee was so well recognized
that the committee became known as the "Bell Committee."29 Judge Bell also
served in the North Carolina Senate.0 During his three terms, he championed
judicial reform and legislative redistricting.'
Judge Bell's devotion to serving others earned him the admiration of his
community. His efforts in producing the Allen Report led to his being named
as Charlotte-Mecklenburg Man of the Year in 1955.32 His work for the North
Carolina Bar Association led to further awards. Judge Bell won the American
Bar Association award for the most significant work in any state for the work
of his committee.33 In 1959, he received the John J. Parker Award for Con-
spicuous Service to Jurisprudence, the North Carolina Bar Association's
premier award. 4
25. Id. at 582 (analyzing Allen Report).
26. Bell Memoriam, supra note 9, at 6-7 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the
University of North Carolina School of Law) (examining impact of Bell Committee).
27. Id. at 7 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School
of Law).
28. Id. (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
29. Id. (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law) (discussing influence of Bell on committee).
30. Id. (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
31. Id. (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law) (considering major focuses of Bell's political career).
32. Coates, supra note 9, at 582 (detailing honors bestowed upon Bell).
33. Id. at 583.
34. Bell Memoriam, supra note 9, at 7 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean ofthe Univer-
sity of North Carolina School of Law).
FOURTH CIRCUIT JUDGES
In 1961, President John F. Kennedy appointed Judge Bell to fill a va-
cancy on the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit." Judge
Bell brought the experience of his distinguished career to the bench, but
perhaps more importantly, he "brought character, integrity, a mature under-
standing of human nature, a talent for rewarding friendship, and a continuing
ability to grow. 3 6 Judge Bell wrote more than 175 opinions, of which only
sixteen were dissents, in slightly less than five and one-half years on the
bench.37 He wrote on a variety of topics, including habeas corpus by state
prisoners, income taxation, criminal evidence and procedure, and National
Labor Relations Board orders.3 Judge Bell's work on the bench "stood out
in the eyes of his professional associates to the point that [ ] Chief Justice
[Earl Warren] of the Supreme Court of the United States picked him to head
a Committee of Federal Judges to draw up guidelines for courts, judges, and
lawyers to use in protecting a citizen's rights to a fair trial and a free press.""
Contemporaries described Judge Bell as a stalwart reformer who cut to
the heart ofjudicial matters. He stressed fairness, simple thoroughness, and
judicial efficiency." One contemporary remembered Judge Bell as a judge
who demonstrated "a superior quality ofjudicial craftsmanship," but who felt.
"no need for esoteric vocabulary [nor a desire] to intersperse income tax and
patent opinions with philosophical observations."4 Another admirer, Judge
Sobeloff, recalled that, when Judge Bell "joined [the] Court, the other judges
were instantly captivated by his plain and incisive speech."4" Judge Bell had
a distaste for technicalities and abhorred delay. 3 He preferred a more "result-
oriented" judicial review." Judge Samuel J. Ervin, III recounted that "Judge
35. 2 in City Area Get U.S. Court Posts, N.Y. TIMEs, Sept. 15, 1961, at 22.
36. Bell Memoriam, supra note 9, at 8 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the Univer-
sity of North Carolina School of Law) (examining Judge Bell's unique influence on bench).
37. Id (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law).
38. Id at 9 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School
of Law).
39. Coates, supra note 9, at 583.
40. Bell Memoriam, supra note 9, at 9-10 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the
University of North Carolina School of Law).
41. Id at 10 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina
School of Law).
42. Id. at 15 (statement ofClement F. Haynsworth, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
43. Id. at 10 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina
School of Law)
44. Id. at 16 (statement ofClementF. Haynsworth, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
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Winter said one time that Judge Bell did not like to sit down after the argu-
ment and discuss cases in great detail. He quoted [Judge Bell] quite fre-
quently: 'Oh hell, cut the philosophizing, just vote. Just vote."'45 Another
admirer described Judge Bell's work as "characterized by an acute perceptive-
ness to the demands of conscience and fair play.
' 46
Judge Bell spoke with great conviction concerning human and constitu-
tional rights by writing opinions that emphasized the importance ofjustice.47
He once argued against convicting a conscientious objector by stating: "The
statute gives this man exemption, the Army does not want him, the jail will
not change his religious beliefs, nor will the will of the people to fight for
their country be sapped by a generous adherence to the philosophy behind
this law."48 Judge Bell also faced the tough integration and education issues
present in the Virginia school cases: "It is tragic that since 1959 the children
of Prince Edward County have gone without formal education. Here is a truly
shocking example of the law's delays. In the scales ofjustice the doctrine of
abstention should not weigh heavily against the rights of these children." '49
Judge Bell suffered a heart attack and died on March 19, 1967.50 His
friend Henry Brandis, professor of law and dean emeritus of the University of
North Carolina School of Law, spoke these final words at a memorial service
before the court:
Nor should anyone doubt that in the brief time allotted him he earned a
high place among that continuing company of dedicated souls who, once
led and still inspired by Parker and Soper and Dobie, have made this
Court- and continue to make it- one of the great courts of a nation which,
more than any other in history, has staked its welfare and even its orderly
existence upon the power and the wisdom and the integrity of its judges.
III Honorable Herbert Stephenson Boreman (1959-1971)
Judge Herbert Stephenson Boreman was born on September 21, 1897, in
Middlebourne, West Virginia, and died at his home in Parkersburg, West
45. Interview with Samuel J. Ervin, III, Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit, in Lexington, Va. (Nov. 14, 1996).
46. BellMemoriam, supra note 9, at 15 (statement of Clement F. Haynsworth, Jr., Circuit
Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
47. Id. at 11 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina
School of Law).
48. Id. (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the University of North Carolina School of
Law) (quoting United States v. Beaver, 309 F.2d 273,279 (4th Cir. 1962) (Bell, J., dissenting)).
49. Bell Memoriam, supra note 9, at 11 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the
University of North Carolina School of Law) (quoting Griffin v. Board of Supervisors of Prince
Edward County, 322 F.2d 332, 348 (1963) (Bell, J., dissenting)).
50. J. Spencer Bell, supra note 11.
51. Bell Memoriam, supra note 9, at 12 (statement of Henry Brandis, Dean of the
University of North Carolina School of Law).
FOURTH CIRCUIT JUDGES
Virginia, on March 26, 1982. As a boy, Judge Boreman attended the West
Virginia public schools. 2 He earned money by working at a local garage and
at a steel factory. After graduating from high school in 1915, he attended
West Virginia University, where he earned a bachelor of letters of laws degree
in 1920.
From 1923 to 1927, Judge Boreman worked as an assistant United States
attorney in Parkersburg. He then spent two years in private practice with the
Parkersburg firm of Smith & Boreman. Judge Boreman left the firm in 1929
to serve as the prosecuting attorney in Wood County, West Virginia, where
he remained until 1932 when he returned to private practice in Parkersburg.
He continued in Parkersburg for twenty-two years.53
Judge Boreman, the grand nephew of West Virginia's first governor,
Arthur I. Boreman, enjoyed a distinguished political career.54 He was a
member of the West Virginia Senate from 1942 to 1950, during which time
he was elected Senate minority leader twice. In 1948, Judge Boreman won
the Republican nomination for Governor, but he lost the general election to
Okey L. Patteson. Judge Boreman served on the West Virginia University
Board of Governors from 1932 to 1936, as the Wood County Bar Association
President in 1934, and as the West Virginia University Alumni Association
President from 1956 to 1957."5
In July 1954, President Dwight D. Eisenhower appointed Judge Boreman
to the United States District Court for the Northern District of West Virginia.
Judge Boreman served as a district court judge for five years. In 1958, the
death of Judge John J. Parker created a vacancy on the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. 6 President Eisenhower nominated Judge
Boreman to fill the vacancy. The Senate confirmed the nomination in June
1959, and Judge Boreman took the oath of office that same month. Judge
Boreman became a senior judge two days before his twelfth anniversary on
the court.
One of Judge Boreman's former clerks, Edward Colbert, remembers the
judge as a man who "loved the practice of law."5" Judge Boreman enjoyed
watching lawyers interact, and he thrived in the give-and-take atmosphere of
the trial court. It was this love of the battle that prompted him initially to
decline President Eisenhower's nomination to the Fourth Circuit.59 After
52. JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES 35 (1978).
53. JUDGES OF THE UNrED STATES 46 (2d ed. 1983).
54. Obituaries, Herbert S. Boreman, WASH. POST, Mar. 28, 1982, at B5.
55. MARQUIS WHO'S WHO, WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN LAW 86 (2d ed. 1979).
56. J.W. PELTASON, FIFTY-EIGHT LONELY MEN 23-25 (1961).
57. TelephonelnterviewwithEdward Colbert, Partner, Kenyon &Kenyon (Dec. 1,1997).
58. Id.
59. Id.
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declining the elevation, Judge Boreman sat by designation until someone
could be found to take Judge Parker's seat. He sat for six months while his
fellow judges and politicians made little or no effort to find a permanent
replacement. Finally, Judge Boreman relented and accepted the nomination."
Judge Boreman, however, never gave up his love for the trial court. Later in
life, he admitted openly that he missed being a trial judge.6'
Colleagues respected Judge Boreman as a conservative and honestjudge.
Judge Donald S. Russell of the Fourth Circuit remembered him as "a conser-
vative of conservatives."62 He was "one of the most conservative judges in a
conservative circuit."'63 Judge Russell also claimed that Judge Boreman was
"always correct."' When he was not, Judge Boreman was quick to admit his
mistakes. In Shiflett v. Virginia,5 Judge Boreman wrote:
In attempting to minimize my feeling of embarrassment in announcing with-
drawal from my earlier position, I might derive some comfort from the
statement attributedto ... Mahatma Gandhi.... "My aim isnotto be consis-
tent with any previous statement I have made on a given question, but to be
consistent with truth as it may present itself to me at a given moment."'
Judge Boreman was a true gentleman who "treated everyone with re-
spect."67 Despite being an elder statesman himself, he regularly assisted the
aging Judge Sobeloffto his seat in the courtroom." He was also a very gener-
ous judge. "He never attacked or belittled the lawyers in his courtroom no
matter how ludicrous their arguments might be."69 Further, he never antago-
nized the more liberal judges with whom he disagreed. 0 Judge Boreman's
peers on the bench liked him so much that they affectionately referred to him
as "Uncle Bo."'"
Judge Boreman had several interests outside of the law. He was an ac-
complished pianist, a golfer, and a sports fan.72 He enjoyed smoking ciga-
60. Id.
61. Id
62. Interview with Donald S. Russell, Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit, in Lexington, Va. (Oct. 31, 1996).
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. 447 F.2d 50 (4th Cir. 1971).
66. Shiflett v. Virginia, 447 F.2d 50, 62 (4th Cir. 1971) (Boreman, J., concurring).
67. Telephone Interview with Edward Colbert, supra note 57.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Telephone Interview with William Powell, Paitner, Myers, Powell &Zivkovich (Dec.
3, 1997).
71. Telephone Interview with Edward Colbert, supra note 57.
72. Telephone Interview with George Hill, Judge, Fourth Circuit Court of West Virginia
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rettes, looking at the river outside his office, and talking about everything
from football to politics. 3
Finally, Judge Boreman was a "man of great and regular habit."74 He ate
lunch at the same table, at the same time, and in the same place (the Elk's
Club) every working day.75 He got his hair cut every Thursday at the same
time and in the same place.76 To Judge Boreman, routine was a way of life,
and he routinely excelled in it.
IV. Honorable Albert V Bryan, Sr. (1961-1984)
On July 23, 1899, Albert V. Bryan, Sr. was born in Alexandria, Virginia.
Judge Bryan is remembered not only as a wisejudge who rendered significant
judicial decisions,77 but also as a genuinely kind and beloved person who
greatly adored his family and friends.78 Borrowing the words from a Robert
Bums poem, Gregory L. Murphy, a former law clerk for Judge Bryan, com-
mented that Judge Bryan was "a gentleman and a scholar.
7 9
Judge Bryan graduated from the University of Virginia with a law degree
in 1921, but his ties to the school did not end with the completion of his
formal education. Thirty years later, Judge Bryan served as the rector of the
University of Virginia, where he remained for four years. In fact, Judge Bryan
apparently was most proud of this accomplishment.'0 Not only did Judge
Bryan's fondness for his alma mater continue throughout the years, biit his
love of literature, which most likely developed during his school years, stayed
with him throughout his life. Colleagues of the judge report that Judge Bryan
often recited works of Charles Dickens, Anthony Trollope, Lewis Carroll, and
Alfred Lord Tennyson when illustrating a point.8" Judge Bryan was a true
intellect. At the same time, however, he aimed to speak in language that the
common man could understand. For example, when Murphy once drafted an
opinion that included the phrase "gravamen of the complaint," Judge Bryan
(Dec. 3, 1997).
73. Id.
74. Telephone Interview with Edward Colbert, supra note 57.
75. Telephone Interview with William Powell, supra note 70.
76. Telephone Interview with Edward Colbert, supra note 57.
77. See infra notes 93, 102, 105 and accompanying text (citing Judge Bryan's significant
decisions).
78. See infra notes 86-87 and accompanying text (recounting example of Judge Bryan's
concern for family photographs).
79. In Memoriam: Honorable Albert V. Bryan, in 766 F.2d LXXI, LXXVII (1985)
[hereinafter Bryan Memoriam] (statement of Gregory L. Murphy, former law clerk for Judge
Bryan).
80. Id. at LXXI (statement of Gregory L. Murphy, former law clerk for Judge Bryan).
81. Philip Smith, Albert V. Bryan Sr. Dies, WASH. POST, Mar. 15, 1984, at C7.
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counseled him to change the word "gravamen" to the more easily understood
word "nub.t
82
In 1923, Judge Bryan married Marie Gasson. Judge Bryan, who fathered
two sons with Marie, loved his family and was apparently especially fond
of telling stories and joking with his wife.83 For example, Judge H. Emory
Widener, Jr. remembered Judge Bryan recounting the time when he was sued
for a million dollars." Upon learning this information, Judge Bryan's wife
replied, "Why, Albert, that will take almost everything we have."85 Judge
Bryan's loyalty to his family lasted throughout his lifetime, as is evidenced by
his reaction to the fire in 1981 that caused damage to his office at the Alexan-
dria courthouse.86 Apparently, eighty-two year old Judge Bryan's main con-
cern was about smoke exposure to family photographs on his desk. 7
Judge Bryan was admitted to the Virginia bar in 1920 and practiced law
in Alexandria from 1921 to 1947. He served as Alexandria city attorney from
1923 to 1928 and then served as commonwealth's attorney from 1928 to 1947.
In 1947, JudgeBryan's careerasajudgebeganwhenPresidentHarry S. Truman
appointed him to the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Virginia. Judge Bryan was assigned to hear cases in both Alexandria and
Norfolk, and he frequently traveled to the Tidewater area as well. During the
fourteenyears inwhichJudgeBryan servedas adistrictcourtjudge, he authored
several significant opinions.8 Through his decisions, Judge Bryan developed
a reputation for being a "legal conservative and a strict constructionist." 9
Although Judge Bryan was "a conservative in the deepest old-Virginian
sense,"' his sense of fairness at times overrode his personal considerations,
as evidenced by his most important opinions.9 Chief among these was his
1958 decision in Thompson v. County School Board,' in which the court
82. Bryan Memoriam, supra note 79, at LXXVI (statement of Gregory L. Murphy,
former law clerk for Judge Bryan).
83. Id. at LXXIII (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
84. Id (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Fourth Circuit).
85. Id. (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Fourth Circuit).
86. See Philip Smith, Fire Burns Chamber of U.S. Appellate Judge, WASH. POST, July
31, 1981, at D6 (describing fire damage to Judge Bryan's chambers).
87. See id. (describing Judge Bryan's concern for family photographs).
88. See infra notes 93, 102 and accompanying text (citing significant opinions Judge
Bryan authored while district court judge).
89. Smith, supra note 86.
90. Albert Vickers Bryan Sr., WASH. POST, Mar. 17, 1984, at A16.
91. Smith, supra note 86.
92. 166 F. Supp. 529 (E.D. Va. 1958).
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ordered the Arlington schools to desegregate in January 1959."3 This decision
followed a turbulent time because, in 1954, the Virginia legislature had
promised to close entire local school systems if even one school within the
system was desegregated by as few as one child. 4 Moreover, in 1957, the
Virginia General Assembly had stripped Arlington of its right to elect its own
school board.95 The Assembly mandated that the County Board appoint the
Arlington School Board because the Assembly feared that the fairly liberal
elected board would comply with federal court orders to desegregate.96 In
1959, the General Assembly dismantled the 1954 regulations to avoid closing
the schools.97 Thus, pursuant to Judge Bryan's order, four black students
made history when they entered the county's all-white Stratford Junior High
School on February 2, 1959, escorted by half the Arlington police force in riot
gear.98 Judge Bryan also served on the federal judicial panel that ordered
desegregation of public schools in Prince Edward County. 9 Due to Judge
Bryan's efforts, Virginia "was spared what could have been even worse
turmoil in the early days of public school desegregation."'"
Judge Bryan also authored another high profile decision during his years
as a federal district judge: United States v. Horwitz. ' During the 1950s, the
federal government attempted to deport Sam Horwitz because Horwitz had
belonged to the Communist Party from 1928 to 1929 and from 1933 to
1938.102 In 1956, however, Judge Bryan ruled in favor of Horwitz because
Judge Bryan did not feel that the evidence suggested that Horwitz had the
intent to overthrow the United States government.
10 3
In 1961, President John F. Kennedy appointed Judge Bryan to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. Judge Bryan made some criti-
cal decisions during his years as a circuit judge and continued his legacy of
promoting equality between the races. For example, in the case of Griffin v.
State Board of Education,"4 Judge Bryan authored the opinion that struck
93. Thompson v. County Sch. Rd., 166 F. Supp. 529,531 (E.D. Va. 1958), aff'dsub nom.
Hamm v. County Sch. Bd., 263 F.2d 226 (4th Cir. 1959).




98. Leah Y. Latimer, 4RecallIntegrating Arlington School, WASH. POST, Feb. 1, 1984,
atAl.
99. Smith, supra note 86.
100. Albert Vickers Bryan Sr., supra note 90.
101. 140 F. Supp. 839 (E.D. Va. 1956).
102. United States v. Horwitz, 140 F. Supp. 839, 839, 841 (E.D. Va. 1956); see also
Richard Pearson, Saul Horwalt Dies, WASH. POST, June 18, 1986, at C9.
103. Horwitz, 140 F. Supp. at 842.
104. 296 F. Supp. 1178 (E.D. Va. 1969).
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down Virginia's tuition grant program. °5
When writing his decisions, Judge Bryan showed great respect for the
United States Constitution."° According to his son, Judge Bryan viewed the
court system as a "jewel" of the Constitution. 7 Judge Bryan's son also noted
that Judge Bryan "simply regarded anyone who didn't respect the court as an
outlander."'08
Although Judge Bryan's love for others and love for justice go far in
describing who he was, Judge Bryan's religion also played a significant role
in his life. Quotations from the Bible appeared in many of his opinions. 9
According to Judge Widener, Judge Bryan "could scarcely engage in conver-
sation with one of [his] intimate dissenting friends without gently reminding
them of the legitimacy and ascendancy of the true faith."" ° Moreover, Judge
Bryan always managed to keep his wit. Judge Widener recalled that Judge
Bryan once relied on the Bible as authority in an opinion upholding a morals
statute over Judge Merhige's dissent."' The next time that Judge Merhige
was in Alexandria, he stopped by Judge Bryan's office and said, "I was
looking for a Bible and thought you might have one.""' 2 Judge Bryan an-
swered, "You need one.
"' 3
Judge Bryan assumed senior status in 1971 and continued to serve in that
capacity until his death in 1984. Even in his final years, Judge Bryan was a
diligent judge who "worked almost daily" and usually went to work at around
eight in the morning." 4
On February 25, 1984, Judge Bryan suffered a heart attack at his Alexan-
dria home. Although he underwent a nine-hour heart operation, he never
recovered. Judge Bryan died on March 13, 1984.
Today, the sixty-six-year-old courthouse atPrince and Washington streets
in Alexandria, Virginia, bears Judge Bryan's name. Congress passed a resolu-
tion three years after his death to rename the building the Albert V. Bryan
105. Griffin v. State Bd. of Educ., 296 F. Supp. 1178, 1182 (E.D. Va. 1969).
106. Albert Vickers Bryan Sr., supra note 90.
107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Bryan Memoriam, supra note 79, at LXXII (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr.,
Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
110. Id. at LXXII-LXXIII (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
111. Id. at LXXIII (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
112. Id. (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
113. Id. (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Fourth Circuit).
114. Smith, supra note 86.
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United States Courthouse.1 5 The building stands as a constant reminder of
Judge Bryan's thirty-four years of service as both a district and circuit court
judge. It remains a tribute to the man who took the effort to know the names
of all of the employees of the courthouse and who earned the respect of all
who had the privilege of knowing him.16 Perhaps Judge Widener put it best:
"In sum, Judge Bryan was the epitome of everything a Virginia gentleman is
supposed to be. He was everything that a judge is supposed to be.""' 7
V Honorable James Braxton Craven, Jr. (1966-1977)
James Braxton Craven, Jr., known by friends and colleagues as Brack
Craven, was born on April 3, 1918 in Lenoir, North Carolina. He was the son
of Methodist minister James Braxton Craven and Katherine Simmons Craven.
He was also the grandson of Braxton Craven, a renown educator who had
earned fame as the founder and the first president of Trinity College, which
is today Duke University. Judge Craven attended North Carolina public
schools in Gastonia, Charlotte, and Greensboro before obtaining a bachelor
of arts degree with honors from Duke University in 1939. He appeared ready
to begin a promising career in law when, in 1942, he earned a bachelor of
letters of laws degree from Harvard Law School. By 1942, however, the
United States had entered the Second World War, and Judge Craven felt
compelled to enlist in the United States Navy. He achieved the rank of
lieutenant in four years of service.
After an honorable discharge from the military in 1946, Judge Craven
planned to return to North Carolina to practice law. His circuit court col-
league, Judge Donald S. Russell, recalled the occasion:
Craven and [James B. McMillan] came to North Carolina from Harvard
and were very sure of their superiority to all these Southern lawyers. They
didn't feel they even needed to take the bar exam, and they failed it.
Craven told the story often in public circles .... [He] recognized the
infirmities of human beings, that he was not a genius, and that he could
make mistakes - even from the bench." 8
Judge Craven established his first legal practice in Morganton, North Caro-
lina, in 1946. He rose rapidly to the top of his profession. After serving
briefly as solicitor of the Burke County Court in 1947, he spent the next five
years as an assistant United States attorney in Charlotte and Asheville.
115. H.R. 5470,99th Cong. (1986);see also CaryleMurphy, CourthouseNamedforJudge
Albert Bryan, WASH. POST, May 7, 1987, at C7 (reporting name change of courthouse).
116. Bryan Memoriam, supra note 79, at LXXIII (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr.,
Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
117. Id at LXXIV (statement of H. Emory Widener, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
118. Interview with Donald S. Russell, supra note 62.
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During this period, Craven was active in politics and served for a time as
chairman of the Burke County Democratic Executive Committee. He was also
a member of the American Bar Association, the American Judicature Society,
and the North Carolina Bar Association.
Judge Cravenjoined the bench in 1956 when Governor Luther H. Hodges
appointed him to the North Carolina Superior Court. He served as a judge in
that court until 1961, when President John F. Kennedy appointed Judge
Craven to the federal bench as United States District Judge for the Western
District of North Carolina. Only five years later, in 1966, President Lyndon
B. Johnson named him to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit. During his tenure as a federal judge, Judge Craven also taught
summer courses in constitutional law at the University of North Carolina,
Duke University, and the University of Texas. He served as a federal appel-
late judge until his death on May 3, 1977. He suffered a heart attack while
playing tennis at the home of Federal District Judge Robert R. Merhige in
Richmond, Virginia. He was survived by his third -wife, Susan Schatzel
Craven and three children: James B. Craven III, Stephen K. Craven, and
Elizabeth Bible Craven.
Judge Craven was a strikingly tall man. His size and bearing gave him
an aura of dignity on the bench. Although he was a physically imposing
figure, he maintained a warm and affectionate personality. His friend and
former Harvard law school colleague, Judge James B. McMillan remarked:
From his great height (6 feet 4") he displayed the quizzical interest in other
people and their identity and problems which characterized his whole life.
He asked questions about what "you" think and what "you" are planning
to do. First to last he showed eagerness, enthusiasm and friendliness for
all sorts of people. 9
Craven's interest in people overlapped his view of the law. Chief Judge
Clement F. Haynsworth, Jr., echoing the spirit of Judge McMillan's com-
ments, stated that Judge Craven's "notion ofjustice was closely related to the
concept of the welfare of people. His concern was with people and individu-
als."'20 It is reputed that Judge Craven used to say to his family that "there are
no such things as strictly legal problems; there arepeople problems some of
which might have legal answers."''
119. In Memoriam: Honorable James Braxton Craven, Jr., in 604 F.2d LXXX, LXXXI
(1978) [hereinafter Craven Memoriam] (statement of James B. McMillan, District Judge, United
States District Court for the Western District of North Carolina).
120. Clement F. Haynsworth, Jr., James Braxton Craven, Jr.: A Tribute, 56 N.C. L. REV.
191, 193 (1978).
121. Craven Memoriam, supra note 119, at LXXXIII (statement of James B. McMillan,
District Judge, United States District Court for the Western District of North Carolina).
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The Craven family had strong ties to the Methodist church. Judge
Craven was a delegate to the Southeastern Jurisdictional Conference of the
Methodist Church in 1956, 1960, and 1964. He also served as a delegate to
the General Conference of the Methodist Church in 1964. Despite his com-
mitment to the church, "Judge Craven did not flaunt his religious conviction
with his colleagues" nor did he allow his religious beliefs to intrude
impermissibly upon his judicial opinions."
Although active in liberal politics before ascending the bench, "Brack
Craven expressedthehopethathewouldbe'unlabelable' as aCircuitJudge." '1
However, he didnothesitateto speakouton issues aboutwhichhe feltdeeply."
He was an advocate ofprisonreform and criticized American involvement in
Vietnam long before itwas popular to do so. 26 Still, he was aware of the impact
his personal convictions had on his duties as ajudge. He once wrote:
I believe that there are only two kinds ofjudges at all levels of courts: those
who are admittedly (maybe not to the public) result-oriented, and those
who are also result-oriented but either do not know it or decline for various
purposes to admit it. Those who are unaware of their result-orientation
have an advantage; they get where they want to go without the inhibition
of a conscious awareness of how they got there. Those who know them-
selves well enough to recognize their result-orientation are inhibited by the
knowledge that they may put into judicial decisions value judgments that
may not have enduring validity and may even turn out to be wrong. A
judge who is that introspective tends to be more flexible than his less per-
ceptive brother who knows not what he does - if only because he is aware
that he is constantly choosing, usually not between right and wrong but
between two goods or two evils embraced within conflicting principles. 27
Rather than considering any particular case from an ideological or
political perspective, Judge Craven "was wont to approach the decision in
every case or to test any tentative conclusion with the question to himself,
frequently vocalized, 'Is it fair?' If he thought it unfair, he struggled toward
a different result, bowing only in the face of overwhelming legal force." '128
122. Haynsworth, supra note 120, at 192.
123. Sam J. Ervin, Jr., James Braxton Craven, Jr.: Seeker After Truth, 56 N.C. L. REV.
197, 200 (1978).
124. Craven Memoriam, supra note 119, at LXXXIII (statement of James B. McMillan,
District Judge, United States District Court for the Western District of North Carolina).
125. James Braxton Craven, Jr., Foreward to Corrections: A Symposium on Prison
Reform, 45 MIss. L.J. 601, 602 (1974).
126. Ervin, supra note 123, at 200.
127. J. Braxton Craven, Jr., Paean to Pragmatism, 50 N.C. L. Rv. 977, 977 (1972).
128. Haynsworth, supra note 120, at 194. Haynsworth continued:
When the law and its application were clear and settled and irreversible, qualms
about fairness did not lead him to rail against what he was powerless to change.
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Judge Craven's philosophy is perhaps best reflected in the words of Bertrand
Russell who wrote that "[t]he essence of the Liberal outlook lies not in what
opinions are held, but in how they are held: instead of being held dogmati-
cally, they are held tentatively, and with a consciousness that new evidence
may at any moment lead to their abandonment." '129 Judge Craven simply
described his philosophy as "pragmatism.""13 His approach allowed for a
flexibility that balanced his principles against the realities of the law.'
Despite critics' attempts to characterize him as politically liberal, Judge
Craven advocated political neutrality and objectivity on the bench:
The beginning of intellectual honesty in ajudge is the recognition that, like
other men, he has his own predilections and preferences and intellectual
and philosophical attitudes that color and influence his viewpoints.
Achieving it requires that he be constantly on guard against his own bias,
not in pretending that there can be none. I do not believe that a judge has
a duty of loyalty to a political administration with respect to any particular
policy of that administration - international or domestic. Nor do I believe
that he must pretend to believe that all policies or even all laws are wise
and just. But I do believe that he must read, interpret and apply laws as
written without regard to whether he would like to see them changed.' 2
It remains undisputed that Judge Craven brought to the federal bench an
immeasurable degree of honesty, integrity, and dignity. He continues to serve
as a role model for otherjudges. Judge James B. McMillan provided a fitting
final image of Judge Craven: "He was given to success, not failure. The
manner of death, playing tennis, in Richmond after Court, symbolized his life;
he had just made a successful return, had won the point, and died in mid-air,
as it were, in that moment of triumph."'33
VI. Honorable ArmisteadM Dobie (1939-1956)
Armistead M. Dobie was born in Norfolk, Virginia, on April 15, 1881.
He attended the University of Virginia from which he earned a bachelor's
When, however, there was room for an honest judge to move, and his mental
honesty was very evident, his concept of fairness determined his direction.
Id.
129. THE GREAT QuOTATIONs 606 (George Seldes ed.,1983).
130. Craven, supra note 127, at 983.
131. See Craven Memoriam, supra note 119, at LXXXII (statement of James B. McMillan,
District Judge, United States District Court for the Western District of North Carolina) (noting
that although Judge Craven was "principled in all his actions, he maintained a flexibility (he
called it pragmatism) which permitted of a detachment defying any strictly doctrinaire identifi-
cation").
132. Lawton v. Tarr, 327 F. Supp. 670, 671-72 (E.D.N.C. 1971).
133. Craven Memoriam, supra note 119, at LXXXIV (statement of James B. McMillan,
District Judge, United States District Court for the Western District of North Carolina).
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degree in 1901, a master's degree in 1902, and a bachelor of letters of laws in
1904. Upon graduating, Judge Dobie moved to St. Louis, Missouri, and
established himself in private practice. After only three short years, however,
Judge Dobie returned to Virginia and accepted a faculty position at the Uni-
versity of Virginia School of Law. Immediately, Judge Dobie's skills as both
an orator and motivator made him a favorite among the University of Vir-
ginia's students.
Frederick D.G. Ribble, former dean of the University of Virginia School
of Law and one of Judge Dobie's fellow faculty members, remembered that
Judge Dobie "had an alertness of mind, a sympathetic feeling for the students,
and the ease of a public speaker. The result was a very popular classroom
performer." 34 JudgeDobie's lectures became public events at the University.
His annual Easter lecture became known as the "Dobie lecture," and law
students often brought dates to the event to hear the master orator working his
unique magic with the English language." 5
Aside from Judge Dobie's skills as a professor and jurist, many of his
friends and colleagues remember another side ofthejudge with great fondness
and appreciation. Judge Dobie had a remarkable spirit and tirelessly involved
himself in the events of the University. For instance, Judge Dobie often gave
pep talks to the football team before its Homecoming games. These pep talks
were fondly remembered by former University of Virginia student and vice-
president of the Richmond Bar Association, A.C. Epps:
As October came along, the predatory "Minks" from Washington and Lee
University across the mountains would come over and do battle on the
gridiron with the worthy "Cavaliers"; and on Friday night before such an
occasion, Armistead Dobie would talk to the students and to the team. He
would tell us about our school; he would tell us about our team; he would
tell us about ourselves. And we would go forward from that meeting
perfectly enthused and perfectly satisfied that we were invincible for the
next day.
As Tennyson has said, "Charm us, orator, till the lion look no larger
than the cat."
Judge Dobie, or Professor Dobie, would find characteristic paraphrase
in that if I said, "Charm us, orator, till the 'mink' look no larger than the
cat."'
36
Before his tenure on the faculty of the University of Virginia Law
School, Judge Dobie did graduate work for former United States Supreme
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter. Justice Frankfurter remembered his former
134. In Memoriam: Honorable ArmisteadM. Dobie, in 311 F.2d 5, 8 (1963) [hereinafter
Dobie Memoriam] (statement of Frederick Ribble, Dean of the University of Virginia School
of Law).
135. L at 28 (resolution of the Charlottesville and Albemarle County Bar Associations).
136. Id. at 18 (statement ofA.C. Epps, Vice-President of the Richmond Bar Association).
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pupil and colleague as possessing a kindly spirit. Justice Frankfurter recalled
a time when, as a graduate student, Judge Dobie broke into Frankfurter's
study, exclaiming, "No wise man works all the time. A fellow has got to have
a little fun, so let's go to town and have a stein of beer at Charlie Wirth's."'"
The former Supreme Court Justice also stated that "with Armistead Dobie
there left the world a good deal of joyousness; not a little charm and a
devotion to law in its rational sense."'
138
In addition to his legal endeavors, Judge Dobie served his country during
World War I. He started his service as a captain in the Army Infantry. Soon,
at the request of General Cronkhite, Dobie transferred to the General's staff.
The General apparently recognized the value of having someone with Judge
Dobie's many abilities, including the ability to make speeches on behalf of the
General.'39 Judge Dobie was also in active combat in France where he was
promoted to major and received the decoration of d'Academie from the
French government. 4°
Judge Dobie's judicial career began in 1939 when President Franklin D.
Roosevelt appointed him to the United States District Court for the Western
District of Virginia. After less than a year in that position, the President
appointed Judge Dobie to a position on the United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit. The later appointment was a result of Judge Dobie's
former position at the University of Virginia Law School. Years earlier,
Roosevelt's son wanted to attend the University of Virginia, and Judge Dobie
helped him gain admission. Thus, although Roosevelt had previously
promised the next Fourth Circuit opening to Senator Byrnes of South
Carolina, the President had to back out of that promise in order to reward
Judge Dobie for his efforts on behalf of Roosevelt's son. 4'
During much of Judge Dobie's time on the Fourth Circuit, Judges Parker
and Soper joined Dobie on the bench. The three Judges were recognized
across the nation as first-classjurists. Federaljurisdiction was Judge Dobie's
particular area of legal expertise. He is the author of several books and law
review articles in that area of law.'42 Judge Morris A. Soper, Judge Dobie's
friend and colleague on the Fourth Circuit, stated that, apart from Dobie's
137. Id. at 13 (statement of Felix Frankfurter, Retired Justice, United States Supreme
Court).
138. Id. (statement of Felix Frankfurter, Justice, Retired, United States Supreme Court).
139. Id. at 9 (statement of Frederick Ribble, Dean of the University of Virginia School of
Law).
140. Id. at 27 (resolution of the Charlottesville and Albemarle County Bar Associations).
141. Interview with Donald S. Russell, supra note 62.
142. See, e.g., ARmISTEAD M. DOBrE, CASES AND MATERIALS ON FEDERAL JURISDICTION
AND PROCEDURE (1935); ARMISTEAD M. DOBIE, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND
PROCEDURE (1928); A.M. Dobie, Recent Developments in Federal Procedure, 21 VA. L. REV.
876 (1935); A.M. Dobie, Seven Implications of Swift v. Tyson, 16 VA. L. REV. 225 (1930).
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"gifted intelligence... sharpened to a razor edge... ," one of Judge Dobie's
finest qualities was that Dobie was "the most cooperative legal person [Soper]
ever met."'43 This opinion is borne out by the fact that Judge Dobie sat for
over 1400 Fourth Circuit cases, yethe authored only six dissents.1 However,
as a remarkable testament to Judge Dobie's legal mind, the United States
Supreme Court adopted the reasoning of four of his six dissents when the
Court subsequently overruled the Fourth Circuit majority in those particular
cases.1
45
Judge Dobie was also involved in many of the highly controversial cases
in the area of civil rights and school desegregation in the 1940s and 1950s.
As early as 1949, Judge Dobie found that Pulaski County, Virginia, discrimi-
nated against black students by requiring them to travel to an adjoining county
to attend the "all black" schools, but, according to the prevailing "separate but
equal" doctrine of the day, Judge Dobie upheld the segregated school dis-
trict.146 The Supreme Court later abandoned the "separate but equal" doctrine
in public education,4 7 and Judge Dobie authored many opinions striking down
segregation in Southern schools, parks, and public facilities.
Armistead M. Dobie devoted his life to the law. A bachelor until just
four years before his death, Judge Dobie spent his entire life thoroughly
engrossed in the noble endeavor to learn, interpret, and apply the law to the
daily lives of the people who came before his court. Apparent from his many
decisions, the praise of his colleagues, and the admiration of the students he
taught, Judge Dobie's love of the law permeated and influenced countless
lives. As John S. Battle, the former Governor of Virginia and student of
Judge Dobie, stated at a memorial for Judge Dobie in the Fourth Circuit
courtroom in 1963, "Judge Dobie is not dead; thousands of students of the law
who sat at his feet will not forget him, and the learned opinions he wrote while
a member of [the Fourth Circuit] will not die.
148
143. Dobie Memoriam, supra note 134, at21 (statement ofMorris A. Soper, Circuit Judge,
United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
144. Id. (statement of Morris A. Soper, Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit).
145. Id. (statement of Morris A. Soper, Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit).
146. See Corbin v. County Sch. Bd., 177 F.2d 924, 927-28 (4th Cir. 1949) (stating that,
although practice of requiring black students to travel to another county to attend segregated
school was discriminatory, "separate but equal" doctrine adopted by Supreme Court allowed for
such practice).
147. See Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954) (stating that "separate but
equal" is inherently unequal and therefore violates equal protection clause of Fourteenth
Amendment).
148. Dobie Memoriam, supra note 134, at 10 (statement of John S. Battle, Sr., former
Governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia).
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VII Honorable John A. Field, Jr. (1971-1976)
John A. Field, Jr. was born on March 22, 1910, in Charleston, West
Virginia, and died in his home in Naples, Florida, on December 16, 1995.
Those who knew him well described him as a gracious, unassuming man who
earned the respect both of his peers and of those who appeared before him in
the courtroom.
After graduating from Charleston High School, Judge Field attended
Hampden-Sydney College in Farmville, Virginia. Judge Field had held an
interest in journalism since high school that continued through college and
found an outlet through the Farmville Herald, a weekly publication to which
he contributed student-oriented articles. 49 Overall, his academic performance
at Hampden-Sydney was not spectacular, but in his junior year he was
admitted to the Omicron Delta Kappa honorary fraternity and elected Vice
President of the student body. 5' By far the most important event of Judge
Field's college years was his introduction to Elaine C. Goode of North
Carolina, a student at a nearby teachers college, who would become Mrs. John
A. Field on April 1, 1933.51
Upon graduation from Hampden-Sydney in 1932, Judge Field announced
to his father that he aspired to become a newspaperman. 5 The elder Field
had other plans for his son, however. By the following fall, Judge Field had
matriculated at the University of Virginia School of Law. 53 Judge Field
initially had difficulty in law school, but, through hard work, he earned a
position as editor of the Virginia Law Review, became a member of the Order
of the Coif, and graduated third in his class.'54
After graduation from law school in 1935, Judge Field returned to his
hometown to work for the firm of Brown, Jackson and Knight. In 1944,
however, he left the firm to join the United States Navy where he served as
gunnery officer on a liberty ship. Although Judge Field's ship never saw
combat, during a six-week stay in Antwerp, Belgium, he and his men dodged
V-2 rockets that Germans in the neighboring Netherlands launched at the port
city. Following the war, Judge Field was discharged from the Navy with the
rank of full lieutenant.
Upon his return to Charleston, Judge Field set up a private law practice
with George Wood and also began a political career. Judge Field was elected
to the Charleston City Council in 1947 and was re-elected as president of the
149. John G. Morgan, 'Long Step 'No Novelty to New US. Judge, CHARLESTONGAZETrE,







Council and chairman of its Finance Committee in 1951. In 1950, Judge Field
lost a bid for the West Virginia House of Delegates. In 1952, he was defeated
in the Republican primary for Attorney General. In 1956, he won the Repub-
lican nomination for Attorney General, but lost in the general election. In
spite of these setbacks, Judge Field was held in high regard in Republican
circles, and in 1957, he was named State Tax Commissioner by the newly-
elected Governor, Cecil Underwood. He remained tax commissioner until his
appointment as judge for the United States District Court for the Southern
District of West Virginia in 1959.
Although he was a Republican, Judge Field enjoyed the esteem of both
major political parties.' 5 His political philosophy tended towards conserva-
tism in the area of government action and spending, but he was always sensi-
tive to the problems of the common man.' 6 Judge Field brought both of these
tenets - restraint and compassion - with him to the federal bench. According
to one clerk, "The Judge was unfailingly courteous and patient to all those
caught up in th[e] judicial system. He instinctively, it seemed, had a special
understanding and ability to deal with people, particularly the unique people
of Southern Appalachia."'57 At the outset of his judicial career, Judge Field
made the following statement describing his conception of the ideal judge:
A judge fulfills his responsibility to the cause of justice if he conducts a
court to which any attorney or litigant can come, secure in the feeling that
he will get a full and impartial consideration of the case, that he will get the
best that the judge can give him - an honest determination of the case."'58
Later in his career, he regretted the dramatic increase in the quantity and detail
of the federal legislation that he was charged to interpret.159 He felt that better
results could be achieved with good judges and fewer rules. 60
In 1971, President Richard M. Nixon appointed Judge Field to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.' 6 ' Thejob change came easily
to Judge Field. Traditionally, newly appointed district court judges in the
Fourth Circuit were asked to sit by designation on the appellate court early in
their tenure.'62 For most district court judges, this was a rare honor. Due to
155. Id.
156. Telephone Interview with William C. Field, son of Judge John A. Field, Jr. (Nov. 13,
1997).
157. Robert B. King, Address at Memorial Service for John A. Field, Jr. (Dec. 19, 1995).
158. Morgan, supra note 149.
159. Telephone Interview with Thomas A. Heywood, attorney, Bowles, Rice, McDavid,
Graft& Love, former law clerk for Judge Field (Nov. 13, 1997).
160. iL
161. Adrian Gwin, Federal Judge Field Overrules Pomposity, CHARLESTON DAILY MAIL,
Apr. 20, 1981, at7B.
162. Telephone Interview with Howard E. Seufer, Jr., attorney, Bowles, Rice, McDavid,
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his judicial acumen and his rapport with the circuit judges, however, Judge
Field had the opportunity to sit with the appellate court in Richmond on
numerous occasions between 1959 and 1971.163 Thus, by the time he was
appointed to that court, he was both comfortable with the duties of an appel-
late judge and "steeped in the traditions of the Fourth Circuit."'"
The few years immediately before and after Judge Field's appointment
to the Fourth Circuit were marked by two tragic events. The first was the loss
of sight in one eye. 65 The second was the death of his wife, Elaine, in 1973.'"
Happily, the couple had been blessed with two sons, John A. Field, III and
William C. Field. In 1980, Judge Field married Connie Ball of Charleston.
Judge Field distinguished himself on the appellate bench through his
direct method of inquiry and his terse, but soundly reasoned, opinions. When
questioning counsel, he always went straight to the heart of the matter with
"laser-like" precision, and his written opinions followed the same approach. 67
One clerk commented that "he was a man of few words - not a big fan of
dicta."'68 But another noted that Judge Field was not opposed to "turning a
lagniappe" when afforded the opportunity. 6 9 Judge Field accepted senior
status in 1976.17
Although Judge Field's integrity and intellect as ajudge are undisputed,
those who were close to him remain most impressed by his demeanor off the
bench.'7 ' Far from being aloof or unapproachable out of the courtroom, Judge
Field addressed everyone as "Bud,"'72 had a self-deprecating sense of humor,
and whistled wherever he went. 73 Having survived two plane crashes, Judge
Field refused to fly; his preferred mode of transportation was a wood-paneled
station wagon. 174
In addition to his magnetic personality, Judge Field was a physically
striking man. Standing more than six feet tall and weighing about 200
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pounds, 5 Judge Field not only was imposing, but also was handsome in the
manner of Gary Cooper or Gregory Peck.'76 He dressed impeccably' and
kept fit playing golf.'78
When Judge Field made a friend, the friendship lasted for life. Every
year in Charleston, Judge Field hosted a dinner for his former clerks, whom
he referred to as the "Alumni Association."'79 At these gatherings, the judge
would make a point of devoting time to each former clerk on an individual
basis. 80 Judge Field's interest in remaining close to the Alumni Association
was as genuine as its devotion to him. One episode in particular illustrates the
warm, jovial relationship that Judge Field and his clerks enjoyed. Following
one of the alumni meetings, after Judge Field had gone home, the clerks
decided that they would commission a portrait of the judge to hang in the
district court in which he had presided.' At the portrait dedication ceremony
the following year, Judge Field's first law clerk remarked to him, "I want to
tell you that on many occasions, each ofus, during our service to you, felt that
we would like to hang you, and today, we have that opportunity."'8 Another
noteworthy illustration of the bond between Judge Field and the Alumni
Association is that all but two of Judge Field's living former clerks attended
his funeral in Naples, Florida.'
Judge John A. Field died in his home in Naples, Florida, on December
16, 1995 after a short bout with cancer. Describing his father, William Field
said, "In aword, he was gracious." Referring to thejudge's final months, Wil-
liam remarked that his fatherwas "more gracious in that situation than ever." "'
Judge Field himself, after discovering his terminal illness, summed up his own
life in his characteristically understated way: "It's been a hell of a run.'
8 5
VIII. Honorable Clement Furman Haynsworth, Jr. (1957-1981)
Judge Clement Furman Haynsworth, Jr., was born in Greenville, South
Carolina, on October 30, 1912."6 He came from a long line of lawyers, and
175. Telephone Interview with William C. Field, supra note 156.
176. Morgan, supra note 149.
177. Gwin, supra note 161.
178. Morgan, supra note 149.
179. Telephone Interview with Howard E. Seufer, Jr., supra note 162.
180. Id.
181. W. Warren Upton, Address Delivered at Judge Field's Portrait Ceremony (Dec. 10,
1982).
182. Id
183. Telephone Interview with William C. Field, supra note 156.
184. Id.
185. Upton, supra note 181.
186. Alfonso A. Narvaez, Clement Haynsworth Dies at 77: Lost Struggle for High Court
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"his quiet courtly manner marked him as a member of the South Carolina
gentry."'87 Judge Haynsworth served on the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit from 1957 until his death in 1989.188 He served as Chief
Judge of the circuit for approximately sixteen years and accepted senior status
in 1981. "9 Judge Haynsworth was one of the most well-respected judges to
serve on the Fourth Circuit. He received national attention in 1969 when
President Richard M. Nixon nominated him to serve on the United States
Supreme Court.19° Although the United States Senate eventually declined to
confirm his nomination, Judge Haynsworth is remembered fondly.19' Judge
Donald S. Russell, who served on the Fourth Circuit with Judge Haynsworth,
remarked that "[f]or more than a century, the name Haynsworth has been held
high in the legal and judicial history of [South Carolina]."'" Judge Russell
further commented that "Judge Haynsworth thus carried an inheritance of love
of the law and of dedication to faith and truth."'93
In 1933, Judge Haynsworth graduated with high honors from Furman
College, which one of Haynsworth's distant relatives had founded in
Greenville.'94 Three years later, Judge Haynsworth graduated from Harvard
University School of Law.'95 For the next 21 years, he worked at his fam-
ily's law firm in Greenville, and he directed the firm as seniorpartner from
1946.196
In 1957, President Dwight D. Eisenhower appointed Judge Haynsworth
to a seat on the Fourth Circuit.'97 Within seven years, Judge Haynsworth
had risen to Chief Judge of the court, making him the youngest circuit court
chief judge. 9 ' Judge Russell remarked that "[h]e ran a Court where cour-
tesy and thoughtfulness were the characteristics of the Court's proceed-
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ings. ' " Judge Samuel J. Ervin, HI, also a Fourth Circuit colleague of Judge
Haynsworth's, noted that
the tone that Judge Haynsworth set for us when he was chiefjudge was to
avoid being vitriolic and to not let personality differences work their way
into our opinions. He really did a great deal to keep us from losing our
collegial spirits. It was an example that he himself set. He was a real
gentleman in every sense of the word.2"
Judge Russell described Judge Haynsworth's leadership style as Chief
Judge as "without any air of condescension. "20 Judge Russell also noted that
Judge Haynsworth, "though Chief Judge, was always respectful of the opin-
ions of the other members of the panel.""2 2 Ifjudges disagreed with him on
the result of a particular case, he would compliment "the expressions of the
other members of the panel and then state quietly.., with irresistible logic,
generally his view."" Judge Russell commented that "[t]he result is that
ordinarily his view prevailed, not because we were simply deferring to his
conclusions, but because he had, by his presentation of views, thoroughly
carried us over to his conclusion."2  One scholar remarked that all jurists
hold Judge Haynsworth in high regard and "fall all over themselves not to
create any friction or faction that would disturb Clement."2 5 Judge Hayns-
worth himself commented that "[m]y concern is to keep an open dialogue of
all the judges involved so that you don't have one or two judges getting
together. ''2""
In describing Judge Haynsworth's judicial philosophy, Judge Russell
noted that "[hje believed deeply that... Courts would be untrue to their
judicial inheritance if they dealt ungenerously with rights still affected by the
vestiges of technical limitations applied in an earlier era to common law
pleadings.""2 7 Judge Russell added that Judge Haynsworth "could dispose of
199. Haynsworth Memoriam, supra note 192, at XCI (statement of Donald S. Russell,
Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
200. Interview with Samuel J. Ervin, III, supra note 45.
201. Haynsworth Memoriam, supra note 192, at XC (statement of Donald S. Russell,
Circuit Judge, United States Court of Apleals for the Fourth Circuit).
202. Id. (statement of Donald S. Russell, Circuit Judge, United States Court ofAppeals for
the Fourth Circuit).
203. Id. (statement ofDonald S. Russell, Circuit Judge, United States Court ofAppeals for
the Fourth Circuit).
204. Id. (statement ofDonald S. Russell, Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit).
205. Barker, supra note 191 (quoting Bernard J. Ward, Professor, University of Texas
School of Law).
206. Id.
207. HaynsworthMemoriam, supra note 192, atLXXXIX (statement ofDonald S. Russell,
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the most complex of cases, factually and precedentially, with language of
singular simplicity, clarity, and even more amazingly, of brevity.
'20
President Nixon rewarded Judge Haynsworth's performance as Chief
Judge in 1969 by nominating the judge to the United States Supreme Court to
fill the seat vacated by the resignation of Justice Abe Fortas.2 n President
Nixon wanted both a "strict constructionist" and a Southerner to fill this seat,
and Judge Haynsworth satisfied both requirements.21 ° However, because of
active opposition from interest groups and within the Senate, Judge Hayns-
worth was not confirmed.21'
Civil rights organizations who disagreed with Judge Haynsworth's view
on school desegregation, as well as those who questioned his ethics, attacked
Judge Haynsworth's nomination to the Supreme Court.2" Civil rights groups
criticized Judge Haynsworth for allowing officials to close Prince Edward
County (Va.) schools rather than integrate them."3 Judge Haynsworth
defended himself by claiming that his opponents were "condemning opinions
written when none of us was writing as we are now."214 Further, "[w]hen
asked if he had changed, [Haynsworth] responded, 'haven't we all?"'215
Judge Haynsworth's nomination also faced opposition from ethics groups
concerning "his purchase of stock in a company that had been a litigant in a
case before him. 21 Judge Haynsworth addressed these concerns at his
confirmation hearings and stated, "I do not think under the circumstances...
that what I did in the decisional process in that case was done while I had any
interest whatever in the case or in its outcome." 
217
A further concern was that "Judge Haynsworth was said not to have
recused himself from a case in which he appeared to have a financial
Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
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interest." '218 During this time period, the Senate carefully scrutinized ethics
complaints in light of Justice Fortas's resignation under charges of conflict of
interest.219 Opposition proved to be too much for Judge Haynsworth's
nomination. Even though the Senate Judiciary Committee approved his
nomination, the United States Senate voted against his nomination fifty-five
to forty-five. 0  Justice Harry Blackmun eventually took Justice Fortas's
seat.22'
In 1969, Judge Haynsworth was named "South Carolinian of the Year"
for having a "significant influence on the news."lm He remarked, "[m]y
contribution was entirely passive."' Judge Russell offered a less humorous
interpretation of Judge Haynsworth's defeat in the Senate. He commented
that "[t]he denial of his confirmation was a shocking injustice, unfairly
imposed upon ajurist of the highest ability and of unblemished character, on
the basis of spurious charges."'
To his credit, Judge Haynsworth returned to the Fourth Circuit after
losing the Supreme Court nominationYm He told President Nixon that "he
was interested in 'doing what I can now to serve my country."' 6 Judge Ervin
stated that "Judge Haynsworth is one of my judicial heroes. One reason I feel
that way is that after the Senate failed to confirm him, he didn't quit. He
stayed on the Fourth Circuit."' 7 In 1981, Judge Haynsworth assumed senior
status, but maintained a full-time calendar.28
Judge Haynsworth died on November 22, 1989 at the age of seventy-
seven. 9 He is remembered as "a respected judge whose life was caught up
in the flow of national political history and who, despite considerable
adversity, went on to give extended service to the lawyers, judges and people
of his circuit.""o
218. Wasby & Grossman, supra note 211, at 77. See generally Darlington Mfg. Co. v.
NLRB, 325 F.2d 682 (4th Cir. 1963).
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IX Honorable Elliot Northcott (1927-1939)
Judge Elliott Northcott was born in Clarksburg, West Virginia, on April
26, 1869, to Robert Saunders Northcott, a brigadier-general during the Civil
War, and Mary Cunningham Northcott. Judge Northcott attended North-
western Academy in his home town and McCabe University School in
Petersburg, Virginia. He worked at his brother's store in Greenbrier County,
West Virginia, before moving to Cambridge, Nebraska, where he worked as
a bank teller.
After studying law at the University of Michigan, Judge Northcott
returned to West Virginia in 1891 to open a law practice in the upper-floor
office of his brother's Huntington general store. In 1893, Judge Northcott
married Lola Beardsley. They had one child, a son named Andrew. Judge
Northcott was a Republican and was active in local politics. In 1900, he
became a member of the West Virginia Republican Executive Committee and
served as its chairman from 1904 to 1908. He also served on the Board of
Regents of West Virginia's normal schools.
Judge Northcott was appointed as Huntington's city attorney in 1897.
After serving one year in that position, he was named Assistant United States
attorney for the Southern District of West Virginia. In 1905, he became
United States attorney for the district, a position he held until 1909 when
President William H. Taft appointed him as an envoy to Columbia. Judge
Northcott was later assigned to diplomatic stations in Nicaragua and
Venezuela. During Judge Northcott's four years as a diplomat, he witnessed
seven revolutions."1
Shortly after Judge Northcott's return to Huntington, Governor H.D.
Hatfield appointed him to the West Virginia Public Service Commission.
Judge Northcott soon became Chairman of the Commission. He resigned
when Governor Hatfield left office in 1917.
Northcott re-entered federal service in 1922 as United States attorney in
Huntington. In 1927, President Calvin Coolidge appointed Judge Northcott
to the United States Circuit Court for the Fourth Judicial District (the
predecessor to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit). At
a party to celebrate his seventieth birthday, Judge Northcott described his
appointment to the Fourth Circuit as the second most important event of his
life - second only to his marriage.z 2
On October 15, 1939, Judge Northcott entered "qualified retirement.",1
3
He vowed to return to the bench "when called upon" and said that he would
231. Judge Northcott Dies in Florida, CHARLESTON GAZETTE, Jan. 4, 1946, at 1; Retire-
ment of Northcott Announced, RICHMOND TIMES-DIsPATCH, Oct. 13, 1939, at 6.
232. Retirement of Northcott Announced, supra note 231.
233. Id.
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"probably be in Richmond twice a year for the court's terms." 4 After nearly
seven years in semi-retirement, Judge Northcott became ill while spending the
winter in Boca Grande, Florida. He fell into a coma in late December and
died on January 3, 1946. Judge Northcott, a thirty-third degree Mason and a
member of the Guyandotte Club, was buried in Huntington.25
X Honorable John Johnston Parker (1925-1958)
Judge John Johnston Parker was born in the small town of Monroe, North
Carolina, on November 20, 1885. As a youth, Judge Parker was extremely
intelligent and took an early interest in politics and public affairs.z 6 Even as
a child, he had an opinion on almost everything." His brother, Samuel
Iredell Parker, remarked that the judge "was a lawyer even as a boy." 8 While
still in high school, Judge Parker decided that he wanted to become a lawyer.
He enrolled at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to pursue his
dream. He financed his education by selling suits for a Baltimore clothing
firm and by teaching an introductory undergraduate course in Greek. 9 Judge
Parker attended Chapel Hill for both his undergraduate and legal education
and remained loyal to the institution throughout his career. According to his
son Francis, Judge Parker's only hobby was the University of North Caro-
lina. ° The University remembers Judge Parker through the John J. Parker
International Law Society.
After graduating from law school in 1908, Judge Parker began practicing
law in Greensboro, North Carolina. He immediately became very active in
Republican politics in Greensboro and was nominated as a candidate for the
United States House of Representatives in 1910. His congressional candidacy
proved unsuccessful, but ten years later Judge Parker received the Republican
nomination for Governor. Judge Parker lost again, but garnered the largest
Republican vote ever cast in North Carolina.241 His defeat ended his political
career, and he subsequently accepted a position as a partner with a successful
Charlotte law firm.
234. Id.
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On October 3, 1925, President Calvin Coolidge appointed Judge Parker
to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. Five years later,
Supreme Court Justice Edward T. Sanford died, and speculation began about
possible replacements. Because Justice Sanford had been a Southern Repub-
lican similar to Judge Parker, Parker's name was high on the list of possible
replacements. On March 10, 1930, President Herbert Hoover sent Judge
Parker's name to the Senate for confirmation. The nomination appeared to
have adequate support, leading Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes to write
to Judge Parker: "Congratulations, I look forward with the greatest pleasure
to our collaboration."242
The congratulations proved premature as powerful interest groups such
as the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) voiced objections to Judge
Parker's nomination. The AFL objected based upon Judge Parker's Fourth
Circuit opinion affirming a lower court injunction that prevented mine workers
from joining a union.243 Although Judge Parker's opinion rested firmly on
stare decisis, the AFL argued that he harbored anti-labor sentiments.2' The
NAACP pointed to controversial racial remarks that Judge Parker made in a
speech that he gave in 1920 gubernatorial campaign speech.245
On May 7, 1930, the Senate narrowly voted to reject Judge Parker's
nomination for the United States Supreme Court.246 Most observers credit the
NAACP for the outcome.247 Senator Henry Allen of Kansas asserted that the
race issue was "the thing that really beat him" and added that "everybody
down here realizes that.""24 The NAACP's role in Judge Parker's rejection
was quite ironic because, as a lawyer in Monroe from 1909 to 1922, he had
many black clients and the town recognized him as "a friend and defender of
black people."4 9
Although the Senate denied Judge Parker a seat on the Supreme Court,
his nomination made him a nationally known figure. To his credit, Parker saw
in his defeat the opportunity to "develop as a judge and . . . aid in the
242. Id. at 74 (quoting Charles Evans Hughes, Chief Justice, United States Supreme
Court).
243. See Daniel A. Rezneck, What WouldFollow aBorkLoss?, WALL ST. J., Oct. 6, 1987,
at 34 (discussing Parker's opinion in United Mine Workers v. Red Jacket Consol. Coal & Coke
Co., 18 F.2d 839 (4th Cir. 1927)).
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development of the law and in the solutions of the problems with which the
country [was] faced.""0 Consequently, Judge Parker focused his energy on
improving the efficiency of the Fourth Circuit." He became chief judge of
the Fourth Circuit in 1931 and eventually achieved the status of senior
appellate court judge in the nation. Judge Parker believed that the first duty
of the United States Courts of Appeals was to interpret the law consistently. 2
He rarely wrote a dissenting opinion because the court almost never handed.
down an opinion that he thought was decided wrongly. 53 During much of
Parker's leadership, the Fourth Circuit consisted of only three judges and
managed a larger case load than any other appellate court.' According to
current Fourth Circuit Judge Samuel J. Ervin I, "He was the Chief Judge
when there were only'three judges on the court - far more prestigious back
then."" Judge Parker felt that the court should sit in different cities in the
circuit to maintain close contact with the judges and lawyers in the different
states. 6 He also urged per curiam opinions because he disfavored opinions
filled with unnecessary details. 7
Judge Parker constantly worked to improve the administration ofjustice
in the federal and state courts. He established the Fourth Circuit Judicial
Conference in 1931 . Judge Parker referred to the conferences as "schools
ofjurisprudence."' 9 Congress adopted Judge Parker's model in 1939, when
it required that all judicial circuits hold annual meetings to discuss their
affairs.2" Judge Parker became very involved with the American Bar Associ-
ation, which awarded him the ABA Medal for Distinguished Service in
1943.261 Judge Parker ultimately became an international figure by serving as
an alternate judge at the post-World War II Nuremberg trials.
Fourth Circuit Judge Donald S. Russell once remarked that Judge Parker
was
one of the most thoughtful men I ever knew. And he was a great judge.
All of his opinions were short, pithy, and right to the point. He would help
250. See id. at 102 (quoting Judge Parker).
251. See id at 133 (noting that "the Fourth Circuit Court was to be the focus of his world
for the remainder of his life").
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mentor young lawyers. He took a real interest in bringing them along and
would do anything to help them out and build their confidence.
262
In 1958, while attending a meeting of federal judges in Washington,
D.C., Judge Parker suffered a heart attack and collapsed in the arms of Judge
Clement Haynsworth.263 Judge Parker passed away the following day at the
age of 72.
Although Judge Parker attained international status as a judge, he never
really left his southern roots of Monroe, North Carolina. Throughout his life
he read the Monroe Journal, his hometown weekly newspaper, and visited his
friends and relatives back home as often as possible. Judge Parker's son
remarked that "[his father] believed Monroe and Union County were the best
places on earth. "2' He represented the Fourth Circuit and the state of North
Carolina with great pride - "Judge Parker is to all North Carolina lawyers a
figure of great dignity and majesty.
2 65
XI. Honorable Emory M Sneeden (1984-1986)
Emory M. Sneeden was born on May 30, 1927, in Wilmington, North
Carolina. He had a diverse and full career before cancer ended his life in
1987 at the age of 60. During his life Judge Sneeden served his country as a
soldier, brigadier general, and chiefjudge of the Army, noted scholar and law
professor, chief counsel to the United States Senate Judiciary Committee,
partner in a large South Carolina law firm, and judge on the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.266 Upon Judge Sneeden's death,
United States Senator Strom Thurmond remembered him as "a man for all
seasons. He was a man of unquestioned character and integrity. He was a
man of great courage - physical courage on the field of battle, moral courage
in civilian life; a man of great capacity and ability, and yet a man of
tremendous compassion."
2 67
Judge Sneeden received his bachelor of science degree in 1949 and his
juris doctor degree in 1953 from Wake Forest University.2 6 He received a
certificate from the Hague Academy of International Law in the Netherlands
in 1961, and he also was a 1972 graduate of the Management Program for
262. Interview with Donald S. Russell, supra note 62.
263. John P. MacKenzie, The Editorial Notebook" A Judge for Life, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 5,
1989, at A34.
264. See BURRIS, supra note 236, at 32 (quoting Francis I. Parker, son of Judge Parker).
265. Interview with Samuel J. Ervin, III, supra note 45..
266. See Thomas C. Hildebrand, II, Soldier, Counsellor, Professor and Father: Emory M
Sneeden Brings Wealth of Experience to New Post as Fourth Circuit Judge, WAKE FOREST
JURIST, Spring 1985, at 12, 12.
267. 133 CONG. REc. 25,170 (1987) (statement of Sen. Thurmond).
268. Hildebrand, supra note 266, at 12.
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Executives atthe Graduate School of Business atthe University of Pittsburgh.
After building an impressive academic record, Judge Sneeden enlisted in the
United States Army.
Like many who would sit on the Fourth Circuit, Judge Sneeden entered
the military to fight in World War II. He entered as a private in 1945 and
served as a gunner, a battery commander, and a company commander. 69
Judge Sneeden returned briefly to civilian life, but re-entered the military
during the Korean Conflict. Again, he saw action as an infantryman. At the
conclusion of his service in Korea, Judge Sneeden joined the Army's Judge
Advocate Generals (JAG) Corps, where he became brigadier general and later
chiefjudge of the Army.27 While with the JAG Corps, Judge Sneeden once
more returned to military action, this time in Vietnam. He frequently
accompanied helicopter gunships on their rounds in order to "stay in touch
with the men he represented."' Throughout his distinguished military career
Judge Sneeden earned two dozen medals and awards, including three Legion
of Merits, an Air Medal, a Senior Parachute Badge, and a Republic of Viet-
nam Parachute Badge.272 Judge Sneeden has been described as a man who
"has served wherever his Nation needed him most." '273
After retiring from the Army, Judge Sneeden began a second career. He
accepted a position on Senator Thurmond's staff in 1975 and served as both
legislative assistant and administrative assistant until 1977. Specializing in
antitrust legislation, he also served as Senator Thurmond's counsel on the
Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary.274 Judge Sneeden later served as the minority chief counsel and
staff director to the full committee. Then in 1981, after the Republican party
became the majority party, he served as the committee's chief counsel. 5
According to Senator Thurmond, "no one has ever served on the staff of a
U.S. Senate committee who was more able, more dedicated, more sincere and
loved his country more than Judge Sneeden. 27 6 Others shared this sentiment.
Senator Edward Kennedy, a leading Democrat, said of Judge Sneeden's time
as the Republican-appointed minority chief counsel, "[H]e did not represent
just the minority, he represented the finest traditions of the Judiciary
Committee." '277 Even after the Republicans took control of the Senate and
269. 133 CONG. REC. 25,170 (1987) (statement of Sen. Thurmond).
270. Hildebrand, supra note 266, at 12.
271. Id
272. 133 CONG. REc. 25,170 (1987) (statement of Sen. Thurmond).
273. Hildebrand, supra note 266, at 12 (quoting 127 CONG. REC. E3095 (1981)).
274. 133 CONG. REC. 25,170 (1987) (statement of Sen. Thurmond).
275. Id. (statement of Sen. Thurmond).
276. Id. (statement of Sen. Thurmond).
277. Id. at 25,171 (statement of Sen. Kennedy).
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Judge Sneeden became chief counsel to the committee, Democrats, such as
Senator Fritz Hollings, remarked "on how fair Emory treated them in every
respect - and how he saw no difference in responding to the concerns of the
majority and minority alike. 11278
Judge Sneeden drew on his experiences in Washington throughout his
career. 9 After leaving the Senate, he found success as a lecturer in antitrust
law and associate dean at the University of South Carolina School of Law. As
an educator, Judge Sneeden held the strong belief that law students should try
to gain practical experience while in law school and that the best way to do so
was through clerking with a member of the judiciary 80 Judge Sneeden also
excelled as an antitrust law scholar. He published several major articles
appearing in The Antitrust Bulletin and in the Harvard Journal on Legisla-
tion.2"' He also participated in seminars at Harvard Law School, the John F.
Kennedy School of Government, and the Brookings Institute.
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Upon leaving the University of South Carolina, Judge Sneedenjoined the
South Carolina law firm of McNair, Glenn, Konduros, Corley, Singletary,
Porter & Dibble, later known as the McNair Law Finn. He again specialized
in antitrust law and represented clients from major cities across the United
States." 3 One of his most interesting assignments was the representation of
T. Boone Pickens during Pickens's Gulf Oil takeover bid.2
In 1984, Congress created an eleventh seat on the Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals. The opening created what some saw as a "major opportunity for
[President Ronald] Reagan to influence the philosophy and direction of the
federal judiciary. 2 11 Judge Sneeden's former mentor Senator Thurmond
recommended him for the post.286 President Reagan appointed the judge that
same year. Consequently, some labeled Judge Sneeden "as an ultra-right
'Reaganite' appointee." Judge Sneeden, however, maintained that his views
were "centrist., 28 7 He acknowledged that he was "tough on criminals," but
278. Id. (statement of Sen. Hollings).
279. Hildebrand, supra note 266, at 13. Judge Sneeden claimed that the most valuable
lesson he learned from his experience with the Senate Judiciary Committee was the importance






285. Philip Smith, Six Chosen byReaganforNew Court Posts, WAsH.POST, Aug. 2,1984,
at A14.
286. Deaths, Emory Sneeden, Assoc. PREss, Sept. 24, 1987, available in 1987 WL
3178165.
287. Hildebrand, supra note 266, at 13.
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said that he was not a "right-winger" as "his eclectic experiences in life
[taught] him to view a matter from all angles." '288 Judge Sneeden once said
that his ability to see all the angles of a matter came from his "having to
compromise in the Senate and from serving in so many roles in the Army."2 9
Judge J. Harvie Wilkinson, HI, also a Reagan appointee to the Fourth Circuit,
said of his colleague, "[M-Ie was one of the nicest, warmest, most gregarious
people, and he had a lot of common sense."'29
Less than two years after his appointment to the bench, Judge Sneeden
resigned and returned to private practice with the McNair Law Firm. His
daughter's marriage had just ended, and Judge Sneeden wished to provide
financial help for her and her two young children. Upon announcing his
retirement, Judge Sneeden said that he did not see any other course but private
practice because he could not "put aside a nest egg" while serving as ajudge
on a federal salary.29' Judge Sneeden's decision was controversial because he
announced it at a time when a record number of federal judges were leaving
thejudiciary because offinancial and family obligations,2" but his colleagues
seemed to understand his decision. Fourth Circuit Judge Samuel J. Ervin, I
recently remembered: "He left the court because of financial trouble in his
family. We could all appreciate his situation."293 Judge William W. Wilkins,
who still sits on the Fourth Circuit, replaced Judge Sneeden.294
Sadly, Judge Sneeden developed cancer shortly after his return to private
practice in 1986. His colleagues expressed great remorse at the nation's loss
upon his death later that year. Judge Wilkins said, "I think Emory was
admired, not just for his legal ability, but by all of those with whom he dealt
in Washington and Columbia, S.C.- opponents, clients-all respected him for
his integrity and honesty." '295 Several United States senators also remarked
upon the impact which Judge Sneeden had on their lives. Senator Dennis
DeConcini remembered Judge Sneeden as "a tribute to his profession and
someone who crossed party lines and assisted this Senator a great deal." '296
Senator Hollings called Judge Sneeden "a man of great character and personal
288. Id.
289. Id.
290. Interview with J. Harvie Wilkinson, III, Chief Judge, United States Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit, in Lexington, Va. (Oct. 31, 1996).
291. James H. Rubin, Record Number of Federal Judges Quit/"Low" Salaries Major
Reason, J. REC., Jan. 31, 1987, available in 1987 WL 4129320.
292. Id
293. Interview with Samuel J. Ervin, III, supra note 45.
294. Longtime ThurmondAssociateJudgeEmoryM. Sneeden Dies, THESTATE(Columbia,
S.C.), Sept. 25, 1987, at 1-C.
295. Id
296. 133 CONG. REc. 25,212 (1987) (statement of Sen. DeConcini).
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integrity" who had performed his job as chief counsel with "fairness and
evenhandedness."
297
XI. Honorable Simon E. Sobeloff (1956-1970)
Judge Simon E. Sobeloff used his position on the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit to set the pace for school desegregation and to
establish standards the United States Supreme Court would later adopt in the
time following the Court's 1955 decision in Brown v. Board of Education.298
Although Judge Sobeloff made his most visible impacts in the area of school
desegregation, his influence extended to protecting those most vulnerable in
the legal system. Throughout his career, Judge Sobeloff acted with the utmost
integrity and wisdom.
Born on December 3, 1894 to poor, immigrant Jewish parents in Balti-
more, Maryland, Judge Sobeloff began his legal career as an office boy for a
local attorney. He entered private practice in 1914, ayear before he graduated
from the University of Maryland School of Law.29  His years of legal
practice, however, are more notable by their interruptions. Public service
consumed the majority of Judge Sobeloff's career. In some of his most
memorable roles, Judge Sobeloff served as the United States Attorney for the
District of Maryland from February 1931 to March 1943 and as chiefjudge
of the Maryland Court of Appeals from December 1952 to February 1954. He
fulfilled a lifetime goal by serving on the Maryland Court of Appeals, and he
reluctantly resigned from that position in 1954"o to become the Solicitor
General of the United States under President Dwight D. Eisenhower.30' In
July 1955, President Eisenhower nominated Judge Sobeloff to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.
After the nomination, Southern senators, concerned about Judge Sobel-
off's apparent position on the issue of school segregation, delayed Judge
Sobeloff's confirmation for a year.0 2 Subsequently, he became chiefjudge
by seniority on March 17, 1958303 and served as chiefjudge until reaching the
mandatory retirement age of seventy in December 1964."0' He remained in
297. Id. at 25,171 (statement of Sen. Hollings).
298. Brown v. Board of Educ., 349 U.S. 294 (1955).
299. Abel J. Merrill, Biographical Sketch, 34 MD. L. REV. 491,491 (1974).
300. Id. at 492.
301. In Memoriam: Honorable Simon E. Sobeloff, in 523 F.2d 5, 7 (1975) [hereinafter
SobeloffMemoriam] (statement of David L. Bazelon, Chief Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit).




service as a senior circuit judge until his death on July 11, 1973.30
Judge Sobeloffmarked his career as an appellatejudge with reasoned but
strong support for the disadvantaged. One of his most famous acts as Solicitor
General signaled this trend. During his tenure in that office, McCarthyism
was in its full swing, and although Judge Sobeloff argued a number of these
cases,3° one went beyond Judge Sobeloff's moral bounds.0 7 The "Loyalty
Review Board" decided to investigate John Peters, a medical professor at
Yale.308 Anonymous informants disclosed information challenging Peters's
loyalty to the United States, and the Board sought to bar his participation in
federal service for three years.09 When the officials administering the
complaint refused to compromise, Judge Sobeloff took a radical step by
refusing to sign the Government's brief and declining to argue the case before
the Supreme Court.31 His friends worried that such an action would ruin his
chances for an appointment to the Supreme Court,3 ' but when asked about his
action he stated, "I do it because I have to be able to live with myself.3 2 In
the end, Warren Burger argued the case for the Government and received the
next nomination to the Supreme Court, even though many believed that Judge
Sobeloff deserved it.
313
As a judge on the Fourth Circuit, Judge Sobeloff continued to act with
the same integrity and fortitude that he evidenced as solicitor general.
Referred to as a "champion of the underdog, 314 Judge Sobeloff "believed in
due process for everyone. 3 5 As Judge Sobeloff aptly stated, "The Constitu-
tional protections asserted by a criminal today may become the necessary
defense tomorrow of an honest and responsible man. 3 6 By following this
principle, Judge Sobeloff set a standard which the Supreme Court would later
follow. In his dissent in Davis v. North Carolina,317 Sobeloff refused to
uphold a defendant's conviction after concluding that the confession was
305. Id.
306. David L. Bazelon, A Tribute to Judge Simon E. Sobeloff, 34 MD. L. REV. 486, 486
(1974).





312. Id. at 488.
313. Interview with Donald S. Russell, supra note 62.
314. Merrill, supra note 299, at 493.
315. William 0. Douglas, A Tribute to Judge Simon E. Sobeloff, 34 MD. L. REV. 484,484
(1974).
316. Merrill, supra note 299, at 494.
317. 339 F.2d 770 (4th Cir. 1964).
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involuntary and coerced."' The Supreme Court adopted his dissent upon its
review of the case and reversed the conviction.1 9 Judge Sobeloff always
sought to protect the rights of individuals accused by the government and sent
his law clerks on searches for theories to support his views.32 If none could
be found, he would resort to his theory of "t'aint fair.""32
As part of his efforts to provide further protections in thejudicial system,
Judge Sobeloff participated in and advocated reform in the procedures of
criminal law.3" He disliked the fact that the law provided protections for the
defendant through all stages of trial, but left him without protection during
sentencing. 3 He often revised district court sentencing decisions he believed
were "particularly shocking."3" District courts often followed his suggestions
on remand even though this type of review was not considered appropriate for
appellate courts.3'2
Judge Sobeloff's role in school desegregation following Brown v. Board
of Education became his most well-known legacy.326 One commentator
divided Judge Sobeloff's approach to these questions into three stages.327 In
the first stage, immediately following the decision in Brown, Sobeloff
deferred to the school systems' attempts to rectify prior segregation.3 28 At this
time, the Supreme Court's mandate under Brown was not clear, and Fourth
Circuit opinions tended to be "characterized by caution and calls for volun-
tarism.
3 29
However, as it became obvious that efforts by schools were failing to
comply with Brown, Judge Sobeloff realized that more active participation
from the courts would be necessary to achieve Brown's goals.330 Thus, he
318. Davis v. North Carolina, 339 F.2d 770,785 (4th Cir. 1964) (Sobeloff, J., dissenting),
rev'd, 384 U.S. 737 (1966); Merrill, supra note 299, at 495.
319. Davis v. North Carolina, 384 U.S. 737,739 (1966); Merrill, supra note 299, at 495.
320. Merrill, supra note 299, at 495.
321. Id.
322. Arnold M. Weiner, Judge Sobeloffs Influence Upon Criminal Reform, 34 MD. L.
REV. 532,532 (1974).
323. Id.
324. See id. at 533-34 (discussing case holding with which Judge Sobeloff disagreed).
325. See id. at 534 (discussing district judge's alteration of sentence in response to Judge
Sobeloff's criticisms).
326. See generally Sanford Jay Rosen, Judge Sobeloff's Public SchoolRace Decisions, 34
MD. L. REV. 498 (1974) (discussing Judge Sobeloff's impact on school desegregation).
327. See id at 500-02 (outlining three stage analysis ofJudge Sobeloff's school desegrega-
tion cases).
328. See id. at 502-06 (discussing Judge Sobeloff's initial approach to school desegrega-
tion cases).
329. Id, at 502-03.
330. Id. at 506.
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entered the second stage in these decisions.33' In this second stage, when
schools demonstrated no present or future plans to desegregate, Sobeloff
ended "interminable delays" '332 and required schools to take swift action to end
discrimination under the threat of court injunctions in the event of further
delays.333
In future desegregation cases, Sobeloff accelerated the time table for
desegregation with increasing court involvement.334 Along with these actions,
he paved the way for a future Supreme Court decision by awarding attorneys'
fees for the first time by an appellate court in a school desegregation case.335
His decisions also began to address the issue of the meaning of full
compliance under Brown.336 He overturned district court decisions that he felt
discouraged schools' attempts to rectify prior discrimination by redistricting
and stated that district courts could not decide debates over which redistricting
plan was preferable.337 Most notably, he stated, that "[t]here is no legally
protected vested interest in segregation." '338 The Supreme Court essentially
adopted this view in a similar case in 1971."3
In his third stage of school desegregation decisions, during which time
he reached the status of senior judge, Sobeloff's participation diminished.34 °
No longer writing for a majority of the court, Sobeloff often authored separate
opinions.34" ' In some cases, his dissents effectively became petitions for writs
of certiorari and spurred Supreme Court action.342 In one case, Sobeloff
argued that schools had an affirmative duty to integrate dual systems, rather
than simply to desegregate them.343 The Supreme Court supported his
position by requiring faculty desegregation and rejecting freedom of choice
as a solution to desegregation. 3"
331. Id.
332. Id at 510.
333. Id. at 511.
334. Id. at512-13.
335. Id. at 515 (citing Bell v. School Bd., 321 F.2d 494,499-500 (4th Cir. 1963)).
336. Id. at 517.
337. See id. at 519 (quoting Wanner v. County Sch. Bd., 357 F.2d 452, 454 (4th Cir.
1963)).
338. Id. (quoting Wanner, 357 F.2d at 454).
339. See id. (citing McDaniel v. Barresi, 402 U.S. 39 (1971)).
340. Id. at 522.
341. Id.
342. Id. at 523.
343. See id. at 524 (citing Bradley v. School Bd., 345 F.2d 310, 323 (4th Cir. 1965)
(Sobeloff and Bell, JJ., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
344. Id. at 525-26 (citing Bradley v. School Bd., 382 U.S. 103 (1965) (per curiam); Green
v. County Sch. Bd., 391 U.S. 430 (1968)).
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Finally, in his last years Judge Sobeloff made great contributions toward
race relations.145 His opinions advocated removing the basis of racism and
addressed its immorality.3 46 From his perspective, racism was "morally and
constitutionally untenable," and court decisions allowing racism to persist
would perpetuate community resistance to desegregation. 47 Sobeloff again
preceded the Supreme Court in distinguishing between de jure and de facto
segregation. 48
Judge Sobeloffspent his career providing adequatejudicial protection for
those who needed it most. From his aversion to following the paranoia of
McCarthyism, to his advocacy of procedural protections for all criminals, and
finally to his powerful influence on school desegregation, Judge Sobeloff
made a decisive impact during his tenure as ajudge on the Fourth Circuit. He
left as his legacy educated and well-reasoned opinions that formed the basis
of many of the Supreme Court's decisions and provided a profound and
permanent influence on American law.
XIIL Honorable Morris Ames Soper (1931-1955)
Born in Baltimore, Maryland, on January 23, 1873, Morris Ames Soper
rose from humble beginnings to serve as a judge for forty-seven years. He
spent thirty-two years on the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit.349 After attending Baltimore public schools, Baltimore City College,
and Johns Hopkins University, Judge Soper earned his law degree from the
University ofMaryland School ofLaw. When admitted to the Maryland bar
in 1895, Judge Soper entered private practice with John C. Rose, a future
federal circuit judge, and gained recognition for his expertise in handling
election cases.351 Two years later, in 1897, he began his public service as an
assistant State's attorney for Baltimore City.5 2 Meanwhile, Mr. Rose became
345. Id. at 527.
346. Id.
347. See id. at 527-28 (quoting Brunson v. Board of Trustees, 429 F.2d 820,827 (4th Cir.
1970) (en banc) (Sobeloff, J., concurring)).
348. See id. at 530 (quoting Wright v. Council of Emporia, 442 F.2d 588, 595 (4th Cir.
1971) (Sobeloff, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part), and citing Keyes v. School Dist.,
413 U.S. 189 (1973)).
349. In Memoriam: Honorable Morris Ames Soper, in 326 F.2d 5, 6 (1963) [hereinafter
SoperMemoriam] (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maryland).
350. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
351. Id. at 7 (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maryland).
352. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
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United States Attorney for the District of Maryland and in 1900 appointed
Judge Soper as his assistant.353 After serving ten years in the United States
Attorney's office, Judge Soper re-entered private practice and eventually
served as president of the Board of Police Commissioners of Baltimore
City.3
54
Judge Soper entered the judiciary in 1914 with an appointment as chief
judge of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City.355 While occupying this
position, Judge Soper taught night classes in corporation law atthe University
of Maryland School of Law.356 In 1921, however, Judge Soper returned to
private practice and formed the law firm Soper, Bowie & Clark in Balti-
more.357 In 1923, Judge Soper accepted an appointment as a judge for the
United States District Court for the District of Maryland.3 5' Eight years later,
in 193 1, PresidentHerbertHooverappointedJudge Soperto a seatontheFourth
Circuit, where he continued to serve until his death on March 11, 1963.35'
Judge Soper held an unyielding interest in education. He not only taught
at the University of Maryland School of Law, but also served for more than
forty years as a trustee for Goucher College and for thirty-five years as chair-
man of the Board of Trustees of Morgan College.3 ° In addition, Judge Soper
lobbied the Maryland legislature to provide better education for blacks. 6' In
fact, Judge Soper was instrumental in converting Morgan College, a private
black college founded by the Methodist Church, into the publicly funded
Morgan State College.362 Morgan College later recognized his service by
the District of Maryland).
353. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
354. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
355. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
356. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
357. Idat 7-8 (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maryland).
358. Id at 8 (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maryland).
359. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
360. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
361. Id. (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court for
the District of Maryland).
362. Id. at 8-9 (statement ofRoszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maryland).
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naming a library after Judge Soper." On the day of the dedication, Judge
Soper delivered an inspirational and thoughtful speech at the conclusion of
which his law clerk asked him, "How long did it take you to prepare it?"3
Judge Soper responded simply, "All my life.
365
Judge Soper's actions reflected his belief that the practice of law
included an obligation to serve society; he exemplified high standards of
public, professional, and judicial conduct. Although he was always conscious
of his judicial role, "Judge Soper nevertheless did not allow the work of the
judge to swallow the citizen and the man. 3" He was deeply committed to
public service and the responsibilities that accompanied his position.67 Once,
shortly after Judge W. Calvin Chesnut assumed Judge Soper's seat on the
district court in Maryland, Judge Soper asked a well known Baltimore
attorney how his good friend, Judge Chesnut, was faring. 68 The attorney
responded that "Judge Chesnut is as much a gentleman on the bench as you
are off of it."'369 Judge Soper set a high standard for his colleagues to follow
both in and out of the courtroom.
Judge Soper was mindful of the importance and influence of the judicial
branch. Because of his commitment to upholding the integrity of the
judiciary, Judge Soper often expressed contempt for the political processes
that awarded judgeships to individuals whom he believed were unqualified.
On Law Day at the University of Virginia in 1961, Judge Soper condemned
political judicial appointments when he said, "You can take a man who has
little or no experience in a certain field and in less than two minutes make an
expert of him by giving him the oath of office., 370 He continued:
Our professors, however, had one unshakeable belief: a faith that is as
essential today as it was when the first judgment was pronounced and our
sinful forbears were ejected from Eden. It survives the case system, the
pretrial procedure, the American Law Institute, the Administrative Tribunal,
and all modem legal philosophies. It is the simple and solemn thought that
363. Id. at 12 (statement of Frederick J. Singley, Jr.).
364. Id. (statement of Frederick J. Singley, Jr.).
365. Id. (statement of Frederick J. Singley, Jr.).
366. Id. at 26 (statement of Simon E. Sobeloff, Chief Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
367. See id. at 6-9 (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District
Court for the District of Maryland) (describing Judge Soper's civic and official services).
368. Telephone Interview with Robert R. Bair, Senior of Counsel, Venable, Baetjer &
Howard, L.L.P. (Jan. 29, 1998).
369. Id.
370. Soper Memoriam, supra note 349, at 17 (statement of Aubrey Russell Bowles, Jr.,
Partner, Bowles, Anderson, Boyd, Clarke & Herod) (quoting Judge Morris A. Soper, Speech
at Law Day at the University of Virginia (Apr. 22, 1961)).
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the administration of justice should be undefiled and that the dispenser of
justice should be chosen for his character and his wisdom and not for the
extent of his political influence. The corollary of this faith is that any
executive who shirks this ideal shall be condemned. 7'
Aside from his strong sense of duty, Judge Soper possessed a searing
intellect. His keen ability to probe the weaknesses in any case invariably led
him to ask the questions that attorneys hoped to avoid.372 Recalling Judge
Soper's demeanor during oral argument, Professor Henry P. Monaghan, a
former clerk, said that he always knew the exact moment at which Judge
Soper decided a case - Judge Soper would stack the briefs, put a rubber band
around them, and slightly turn his chair away from counsel. 73 Clearly, toler-
ance was not among his greatest virtues, especially when he thought a lawyer
was unprepared. 74 To Judge Soper, a lawyer's every appearance in court, no
matter the notoriety or complexity of the case, was a reflection on his compe-
tence and skill3 75 Thus, lack of preparation was inexcusable.
Despite the occasional sting in Judge Soper's questions, there was never
bitterness. According to the Chief Judge Sobeloff, Judge Soper "cured any
hurt by the geniality and the warmth of his greeting to the lawyers at the end
of the hearing when, in accordance with the tradition of the Fourth Circuit, the
Judges descend from the bench into the well of the courtroom."3 76 Nonethe-
less, Judge Soper earned a reputation as a ferocious inquisitor." Once, while
questioning counsel regarding the facts of a case, Judge Soper's interrogation
caused the lawyer to faint during argument. 78 After adjourning and recon-
371. Id. (statement of Aubrey Russell Bowles, Jr., Partner, Bowles, Anderson, Boyd,
Clarke & Herod) (quoting Judge Morris A. Soper, Speech at Law Day at the University of
Virginia (Apr. 22, 1961)).
372. Id. at 18 (statement ofAubrey Russell Bowles, Jr., Partner, Bowles, Anderson, Boyd,
Clarke & Herod).
373. Telephone Interview with Henry P. Monaghan, Harlan Fiske Stone Professor of
Constitutional Law, ColumbiaUniversity School ofLaw (Jan. 28,1998). Professor Monaghan
noted that Judge Soper was a relatively serious man who deserved his reputation as an excellent
judge. Id.
374. Soper Memoriam, supra note 349, at 18 (statement of Aubrey Russel Bowles, Jr.,
Partner, Bowles, Anderson, Boyd, Clarke & Herod).
375. Id at 9 (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maryland).
376. Id. at 28 (statement of Simon E. Sobeloff, Chief Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
377. Id. at 18 (statement ofAubrey Russell Bowles, Jr., Partner, Bowles, Anderson, Boyd,
Clarke & Herod); see also id. at 21 (statement of Charles S. Valentine, Partner, Mays & Valen-
tine) ("There was never a longer day than ten minutes of direct questioning from [Judge Soper]
on the points involved in the case.").
378. James F. Schneider et al., In Memoriam: Harrison L. Winter, 50 MD. L. REV. 1, 2
(1991).
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vening the following day, Judge Soper asked whether the attorney could
continue. Upon receiving an affirmative answer, Judge Soper repeated his
question, and the lawyer fainted yet again.379
Although his courtroom conduct appeared a bit harsh at times, Judge
Soper possessed a "keen sense of fairness."38 Robert R. Bair, a former clerk
for Judge Soper, recalls a negligence case in-which a sawmill worker lost one
of his legs in a terrible accident."' In the first draft opinion, Mr. Bair con-
cluded that the worker's contributory negligence barred recovery.382 Upon
reading the draft, Judge Soper kindly responded: "Bob, this may be the law,
but it will never be the opinion of this court." '383
In his personal life, Judge Soper was a religious man who was deeply
devoted to his wife, Grace. He and Mrs. Soper often vacationed at a mountain
resort in Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania.3 Concerned about the spiritual
well-being of the guests there, Judge Soper organized a Sunday evening
church service at which he would take up a collection in a wooden cigar
box.385 In addition to religion, Judge Soper was also very interested in sports.
He and Mrs. Soper were known as a skilled mixed doubles team in tennis, and
later in life, Judge Soper became an accomplished golfer.386
The last of the Great Triumvirate of Parker, Soper, and Dobie, Judge
Soper lived his life as a distinguished lawyer, honored judge, and loyal
husband. Considered the "First Citizen of Maryland," '387 Judge Soper was a
mentor to an entire generation of the state's attorneys and judges.388 In the
words of his colleague, Chief Judge Sobeloff:
Judge Soper's life was full and complete. Almost to the very end, he
was blessed with excellent health. He drank deep of life, and he relished
it. So, content with life's work and serene in his religious faith, death came
to him after a mercifully short illness.
379. Id.
380. Telephone Interview with Melvin J. Sykes, sole practitioner in Baltimore, Maryland
(Jan. 29, 1998). Mr. Sykes, a former clerk for Judge Soper, considered him not only an
excellent judge but also a superb advocate. Id.
381. Telephone Interview with Robert R. Bair, supra note 368.
382. Id.
383. Id.
384. Soper Memoriam, supra note 349, at 11 (statement of Frederick J. Singley, Jr.).
385. Id. (statement of Frederick J. Singley, Jr.).
386. Id. at 22 (statement of Charles S. Valentine, Partnier, Mays & Valentine).
387. Id. at 15 (statement ofAubrey Russell Bowles, Jr., Partner, Bowles, Anderson, Boyd,
Clarke & Herod).
388. Id. at 9 (statement of Roszel C. Thomsen, Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maryland).
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He has furnished us an example in living - one to inspire lawyers and
judges, and indeed all men. It was a good life!389
X.V Honorable James M Sprouse (1979-1992)
Judge James M. Sprouse was born on December 3, 1923, in Williamson,
West Virginia. Judge Sprouse served in the Army in World War II. He
received his bachelor of arts degree from St. Bonaventure University in 1947,
where he served as editor of the school newspaper, and earned his bachelor
of laws degree from Columbia University in 1949. Judge Sprouse was
awarded a Fulbright Scholarship and studied international law at the Univer-
sity of Bordeaux, France, in 1950. Judge Sprouse married his wife, June, in
1952, and they have five children.
Judge Sprouse's path to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit provided him with a "wealth of legal experience.""39 Prior to his
appointment to the court, Judge Sprouse held several government positions.
He served as assistant attorney general for West Virginia in 1949, as assistant
counsel for the Displaced Persons Commission from 1950 to 1951, and as an
agent for the Central Intelligence Agency from 1952 to 1957. Further, from
1972 to 1975, Sprouse served as ajustice on the West Virginia Supreme Court
of Appeals. In addition to his government positions, Sprouse was in private
practice with the law firm of Spilman, Thomas & Battle from 1951 to 1952
and was a sole practitioner from 1957 to 1972 and 1975 to 1979. Judge
Sprouse described his private practice as that of a generalist.39' Additionally,
Judge Sprouse also distinguished himself as a farmer and an amateur boxer.392
Judge Sprouse's appointment to the Fourth Circuit was the product of
President Jimmy Carter's effort to move away from the patronage system of
judicial nominations.3 93 President Carter established a ten-member, bipartisan
commission and authorized it to receive applications and to interview
candidates for judicial appointments.394 The commission would recommend
five candidates for the position to the President. Because of his love of the
law and desire to be a member of the court, Judge Sprouse applied for a
position on the Fourth Circuit.395 The commission conducted interviews and
389. Id. at 28 (statement of Simon E. Sobeloff, Chief Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
390. J. Dickson Phillips, Jr., Gentleman Jim, 98 W. VA. L. REv. 9, 9 (1995).
391. Interview with James M. Sprouse, Retired Circuit Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, in Union, W. Va. (Oct. 7, 1997).
392. See Sam J. Ervin, III, Tribute for the Honorable James M. Sprouse, 98 W. VA. L.
REV. 1, 1 (1995) (discussing Judge Sprouse's achievements and reputation).
393. Interview with James M. Sprouse, supra note 391 (describing appointment process).
394. Id. (describing appointment process).
395. Id. (discussing reason for applying for position to court).
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recommended Judge Sprouse, along with four other candidates, to fill the
second of three positions that Congress had recently created.396 On September
13, 1979, President Carter appointed Judge Sprouse to the Fourth Circuit.
Attorneys who appeared before Judge Sprouse in the Fourth Circuit
praised his legal abilities. 397 Lawyers described him as having good legal
ability and noted that his opinions were well thought out and covered the
issues.398
Judges on the court echoed the lawyers' sentiment. Judge J. Dickson
Phillips, Jr. stated that Judge Sprouse's "opinions have been well-crafted,
intellectually sound, free of pretentious literary allusions and other flamboy-
ances, and - from the standpoint of this admiring friend - almost invariably
'right' on the merits.t 3' 9 Similarly, Judge Samuel J. Ervin, III stated:
His written opinions were characterized by clarity, conciseness, and
sound reasoning. In short, he was a lawyer's lawyer and a judge's judge.
The appellate bar held him in high esteem. While he took his responsi-
bilities seriously, he always maintained his sense of humor and did on more
than one occasion break the tension during an oral argument, a judge's
post-argument conference, or a business meeting."
The statements from Judge Sprouse's colleagues reflect the admiration
that those who shared the bench held for his legal abilities. In tribute, Judge
Ervin related the following story:
At my first Judicial Conference as a judge, it was still the practice of
the Court for the circuit and district judges to march in to the first session,
proceeding in order of seniority. I was immediately behind Jim Sprouse,
of course, and being uncertain about what to do, I am sure that I watched
his every move. I must have been pretty obvious about it, for my wife
remarked afterward that she was confident that I would have followed
Judge Sprouse anywhere - even to the men's room.
Even without Betty's suggestion, I soon discovered that I would not
often go astray if I followed Jim Sprouse on legal matters as well.40'
Judge Sprouse also served as a positive role model for his judicial clerks.
One former clerk, Geraldine Szott Moohr, wrote that the experience of
clerking for Judge Sprouse enriched both the personal and professional lives
396. See Ervin, supra note 392, at 1 (describing Judge Sprouse's appointment).
397. See 2 CHRIsTINEHOUsENETAL.,ALMANAC OFTHE FEDERAL JUDICIARY 11,12(1996)
(describing lawyers' opinions of Judge Sprouse).
398. Id.
399. Phillips, supra note 390, at 10.
400. Ervin, supra note 392, at 2.
401. Id. at 1-2.
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of his clerks. 2 Moohr also noted that Judge Sprouse instilled in his clerks "a
rich humanity marked by a joy in living in a less than perfect world and an
appreciation of the problems people face in that all too real world."4 3
Perhaps the key reasons for Judge Sprouse's reputation as an excellent
judge were his abilities both to keep an open mind about the issues argued
before him and to judge the merits of the case based on a broad knowledge of
the law rather than on preconceived notions.4 Judge Sprouse's abilities did
not go unnoticed by his colleagues on the bench. For example, Judge Ervin
noted:
At oral arguments, he was a frequent but courteous questioner, whose
knowledge of the case was readily apparent. His broad knowledge of the
law, his willingness to listen to the views of his co-panelists, and his skill
at articulating and defending his own positions made him invaluable to the
court.4°s
Judge Sprouse thought of the Fourth Circuit as a collegial body.406 Al-
though Judge Sprouse credited this collegiality to the leadership of then Chief
Judge Clement Haynsworth,0 7 Judge Sprouse's colleagues also attributed this
feature of the court to Judge Sprouse.4 " Judge Francis D. Murnaghan, Jr. was
one who found Judge Sprouse's ability to practice "quiet collegiality" espe-
cially remarkable:
When Judge Sprouse and I came on the Court, Judge Clement Hayns-
worth was the Chief Judge. In addition to his frequently demonstrated
ability to craft first rate opinions, Judge Haynsworth, by quiet but persist-
ent example, practiced and urged all of us to practice collegiality toward
other members of the Court. It may have taken a greater while for me to
catch on but for the fact that Judge Sprouse, from the moment I first laid
eyes on him, practiced quiet collegiality with everyone on the Court. He
thereby speeded my recognition of how important it is to be able to dis-
agree without being disagreeable.4"
402. Geraldine Szott Moohr, One Kind of Legacy: Judge Sprouse 's Law Clerks, 98 W.
VA. L. REV. 17,17-18 (1995).
403. IM at 21.
404. Interview with James M. Sprouse, supra note 391 (discussing his effort to keep open
mind about cases).
405. Ervin, supra note 392, at 2.
406. Interview with James M. Sprouse, supra note 391 (noting collegiality of Fourth
Circuit).
407. Id (indicating that leadership of then Chief Judge Clement Haynsworth led to
collegiality of court).
408. Francis D. Mumaghan, Jr., Tribute to Judge Sprouse, 98 W. VA. L. REv. 5,6 (1995)
(discussing views of Judge Sprouse).
409. Id.
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Judge Sprouse assumed senior status in October 1992 and laterretired
from the court on July 31,1995.4"' In announcing his retirement, Judge Sprouse
said, "I'm healthy and have some things that I still want to do and can't do
them as a member of the judiciary."4"' Since retirement, Judge Sprouse has
been practicing law and raising beef cattle in Union, West Virginia. His law
practice primarily focuses on appellate work." 2
Judge Sprouse's legal talents, ability to keep an open mind, and efforts
to foster collegiality were among the many factors that made him an asset
to the Fourth Circuit.1 3 Judge J. Harvie Wilkinson, III summarized Judge
Sprouse's contributions to the court as follows:
He kept a sense of his roots. He understood how law affected the ordinary
citizen it was intended to serve. He maintained his humor and perspective.
He had no ego hangups, and he bore no personal grudges. On the Fourth
Circuit, he became a force of quiet strength, intelligent consistency, and
boundless good will. To say he will be missed is quite an understatement.
He retires with the gratitude of colleagues whose own lives are the better
for his service.
414
X. Honorable Harrison L. Winter (1966-1990)
Judge Harrison L. Winter was respected and admired for his service on
the bench and for his dedication to the Baltimore community and the State of
Maryland. After Judge Winter's death on April 10, 1990, The Baltimore Sun
praised him as an "eminent federal jurist"41 5 and applauded his "lifelong dedi-
cation to civil rights and fairness and his contribution to his community. '41 6
Judge Winter was born on April 18, 1921 in Baltimore, Maryland. He
graduated from Johns Hopkins University in 1942 and earned his law degree
from the University of Maryland in 1944. Although he had a successful legal
career, Judge Winter confided that he went to law school to avoid working for
his father's business, W.H. Bryan & Co. He admitted that at one time he had
410. See Federal Court Judge Retiring, CHARLESTON DAILY MAIL, May 26, 1995, at 5D
(discussing Judge Sprouse's retirement).
411. Judge Sprouse LeavingFederal Service, CHARLFSTONGAZETE&DALYMAL, May
27, 1995, at 8A.
412. Interview with James M. Sprouse, supra note 391 (discussing his law practice since
retirement).
413. Id.
414. J.'Harvie Wilkinson, III, James M. Sprouse, 98 W. VA. L. REV. 11, 12 (1995).
415. Schneider et al., supra note 378, at 1 (quoting Albert Sehlstedt Jr. & Dennis O'Brien,
Eminent Federal Jurist Harrison L. Winter Dies, THE SUN (Baltimore), Apr. 11, 1990, at IC).
416. Id. (quoting Editorial, Harrison L. Winter, THE SUN (Baltimore), Apr. 11, 1990, at
14A).
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entertained the thought of becoming a doctor.417 After law school, Judge
Winter clerked for Judge Morris A. Soper of the United Stated Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. That clerkship "proved to be the spark that set
[Judge Winter] on the path to ajudicial career."41
Judge Winter held several positions in both the private and public sectors
of the Maryland legal community. After his clerkship with Judge Soper,
Judge Winter spend several years with the Baltimore law firm of Miles,
Walsh, O'Brien & Morris." 9 He then became an assistant attorney general of
Maryland, where he served under Attorney General Hall Hammond. During
his tenure as an assistant attorney general, Judge Winter, at the age of twenty-
nine, argued his first case before the Supreme Court.420 Judge Winter worked
in a private law firm from 1950 to 1959, except in 1954, when he served as the
Maryland deputy attorney general.421 In 1959, Judge Winter became the city
solicitor of Baltimore.4"
In February 1962, President John F. Kennedy appointed Judge Winter to
the United States District Court for the District of Maryland.4" Judge Soper,
Winter's mentor, administered the oath of office.424 Judge Winter's time on
the district court was short. In 1966, President Lyndon B. Johnson appointed
him to a newly created seat on the Fourth Circuit.4' Judge Winter served as
Chief Judge of the Fourth Circuit from April 1981 to February 1989, when he
stepped down due to his battle with cancer.426 Judge Winter assumed senior
status on December 31, 1989, and he continued to hear cases until a short time
before his death.427 From 1966 until his death in 1990, Judge Winter remained
dedicated and loyal to his duties both asjudge and as chiefjudge of the Fourth
Circuit.
Professor J. Woolford Howard described Winter as "one of the leading
voices of liberal jurisprudence in the nation." '428 During his time on the Fourth
Circuit, Judge Winter's significant decisions concerned the issues of freedom
417. Id. at 2.
418. Id
419. Id
420. Id. at 3.
421. Id
422. Id
423. JUDGES OF THE UNrTED STATES, supra note 53, at 541.




428. Sehlstedt & O'Brien, supra note 415 (quoting J. Woolford Howard, Jr., professor of
political science at Johns Hopkins University).
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of speech; school desegregation; age, race, and sex discrimination; and the
rights of criminal defendants.429 Judge Winter paid particular attention to civil
rights. Judge John D. Butzner, Jr. commented:
Born and raised in a state that had bordered the Confederacy, Judge Winter
was well aware of the terrible price that had been paid scarcely a century
before to secure the ratification of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth
amendments andthepassage ofthe Civil Rights Acts that implementedthem.
He took his place in the ranks of those indomitable federal judges in the
South who, following Brown v. Board of Education, wrought a peaceful
revolution by giving full effect to these amendments and the Civil Rights
Acts. With firmness, but without malice, in cogent opinions precisely
reasoned and without rhetorical flourish or ideological cant, Judge Winter
gave no quarter to those who would preserve the status quo of racial and
gender-based discrimination.43
Although identified as liberal, Judge Winter understood his responsibility
to decidejustly the cases before him and never permitted himself to determine
the outcome of a case based upon his own beliefs.43' Two themes recur
throughout Judge Winter's work: procedural fairness and the responsible
exercise of executive power."' Judge Winter took his responsibilities as a
federal judge seriously, and he expected the same from lawyers appearing
before him. Judge Winter was occasionally hard on counsel.433 "If a lawyer
made the slightest misstep, he was all over them. He was very aggressive with
the litigants." '434 He said that he learned from the master, Judge Soper.435
Judge Winter was often offended by poor lawyering436 and had "occasional
outbursts of exasperation and outrage at lawyers" with unprofessional
behavior.437
429. Schneider et al., supra note 378, at 5:
430. Id. at 31 (tribute by John D. Butzner, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit) (footnote omitted).
431. Id. at 26 (tribute by J. Frederick Motz, Judge, United States District Court for the
District of Maryland, former law clerk for Judge Winter).
432. Id. at 21-22 (tribute by J. Frederick Motz, Judge, United States District Court for the
District of Maryland, former law clerk for Judge Winter).
433. Id. at 20 (tribute by J. Frederick Motz, Judge, United States District Court for the
District of Maryland, former law clerk for Judge Winter).
434. Interview with Donald S. Russell, supra note 62.
435. Schneider et al., supra note 378, at 2.
436. Id. at 8 (tribute by Francis D. Mumaghan, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, fellow student at Johns Hopkins University).
437. Id. at 37 (tribute by J. Dickson Phillips, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
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Judge Winter expected professionalism from the lawyers in his
courtroom because he never lost sight of the individuals whose lives his
decisions would touch. He could always show the humanity behind his
judgments.438 As a district court judge, Judge Winter was most troubled by
criminal cases because of the inherent human tragedy. As a result, he offered
every defendant the opportunity to present defenses.439 Judge Winter's con-
cern for others was also evident in the kindness and generosity that he
expressed to his law clerks. According to Thomas Waxter, Jr., Winter's first
law clerk, Judge Winter "was a special mentor who played a major part in
each of [his law clerks'] lives and careers."'
As chief judge of the Fourth Circuit, Judge Winter handled the circuit
efficiently. To accommodate the congressionally mandated addition of dis-
trict court judges to the circuit councils, Judge Winter created small councils
with equal, rotating representation from the district court and the courts of
appeals." According to Judge J. Frederick Motz, "Judge Winter presided
over the court's affairs with unfailing dignity, courtesy and tact, and whatever
philosophical disagreements they might have had, he and his colleagues were
bound together by ties of mutual affection, admiration, and respect."' 2 When
Judge Winter stepped down from his position as chiefjudge, he turned over
to Judge Samuel J. Erwin, II "one of the best administered courts of appeals
in the federal system."" 3
In addition to his respected work as judge and chiefjudge of the Fourth
Circuit, Judge Winter was also well-known for his contributions to the
Baltimore community. Commenting upon the death of Judge Winter, the
editor of The Baltimore Sun wrote: "Had he never served on the federal
bench, the passing of Harrison L. Winter at age 68 would be mourned by the
community."'1 Aside from his service to the City of Baltimore and the State
of Maryland through his public sector legal positions, Judge Winter was
involved in many volunteer positions. He was vice chairman of the Johns
Hopkins University Board and a trustee of the Walters Art Gallery and the
438. Id. at 12-13 (tribute by John Carroll Bymes, Judge, Circuit Court for Baltimore City).
439. Id at 15 (tribute by E. Stephen Derby, Judge, United States Bankruptcy Court for the
District of Maryland, former law clerk for Judge Winter).
440. Id. at 11 (tribute by Thomas Waxter, Jr., Partner, Semmes, Bowen & Semmes,
Baltimore, Md., former law clerk for Judge Winter).
441. Id. at 34 (tribute by John D. Butzner, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
442. Id. at 28 (tribute by J. Frederick Motz, Judge, United States District Court for the
District of Maryland, former law clerk for Judge Winter).
443. Id. at 38 (tribute by J. Dickson Phillips, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
444. Editorial, supra note 416.
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Evergreen House Foundation. 5 Judge Winter took a very active role in these
institutions. He and his wife traveled to China at their own expense to foster
a bond between Johns Hopkins University and a Chinese university.446
Judge Winter was a pianist who enjoyed opera and classical music."7 He
noted to one of his law clerks that he much preferred the opera and the
symphony to the Baltimore Orioles or Colts." Judge Winter's love of music
prompted his appointment as Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the
Peabody Institute, an internationally known conservatory of music."9
Judge Winter's contributions to the legal field and to the Baltimore
community and the State of Maryland will remain for years to come. He was
a fair and efficient judge, a caring mentor, and a treasured colleague. As
Judge J. Frederick Motz once expressed: "May those who follow [Judge
Winter] have characters equally steadfast, minds equally alive, spirits equally
compassionate, and a sense of justice equally keen."4 '0
445. Schneider et al., supra note 378, at 35 (tribute by John D. Butzner, Jr., Circuit Judge,
United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit).
446. Id. (tribute by John D. Butzner, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit).
447. Id. (tribute by John D. Butzner, Jr., Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit).
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